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Abstract 
Smart home technology develops at a rapid pace and the smart home of today is only a fraction of what the 

smart home has the potential to become. The ambition of the smart home is to make the everyday life easier 

for its residents by increasing comfort, safety, and efficiency. As speech recognition accuracy has increased, 

voice has become an increasingly popular mean of control within the smart home. Both speech recognition 

and smart home technology have been listed as important emerging technologies for several years with 

high expected market growth. However, the adoption is slow and one might wonder whether the 

technologies are failing to diffuse. Though there is an arena for the technologies to work, and benefits to be 

utilized, the majority of the Swedish population has not adopted the technologies yet. Why is that? 
 
This thesis aimed to determine the diffusion prospects of the smart home controlled by voice by 

investigating; the current consumer adoption rate of the smart home and the smart home controlled by 

voice; the consumers’ perceptions of smart home technology and voice as a mean of control; and what 

adoption barriers might hinder the diffusion. To examine this, a literature review of previously identified 

adoption barriers was conducted, followed by interviews with both technology experts and consumers with 

different levels of smart home experience. Based on these, initial hypotheses were extracted on consumer 

perceptions and adoption barriers of smart home technology. These initial hypotheses were subsequently 

tested by conducting a survey aimed at Swedish families with dependent children. 
 
The survey found the adoption of the smart home to have reached half of the Swedish families with 

dependent children, while the smart home controlled by voice only has been adopted by one-fifth of the 

families. The smart home technology was found to have good prospects of continuing the diffusion. 

However, the perceptions of smart home technology vary between consumer groups, where some groups 

have more difficulties perceiving a purpose with the technology. Voice was further determined unlikely to 

be the only mean of control of the future smart home, as voice is not found suitable in all situations. This 

thesis also identified several adoption barriers and problem areas that might hinder the future adoption of 

smart home technology. Solving these adoption barriers and problems are crucial to increase the diffusion 

prospects of the smart home.  

 

Key-words: smart home, voice control, smart home technology, adoption, diffusion of 

innovations, innovation failure 
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Sammanfattning 
Tekniken för det smarta hemmet utvecklas i rask takt och den teknik som finns idag är bara en bråkdel av 

vad det smarta hemmet har potential att utvecklas till. Målet med det smarta hemmet är att förenkla 

vardagslivet för de som bor i hemmet genom att erbjuda ökad komfort, säkerhet och effektivitet. I takt med 

att noggrannheten för taligenkänning ökar har röst som kontrollmedel av det smarta hemmet ökat i 

popularitet. Taligenkänning och tekniken för det smarta hemmet har i flera år listats som viktiga trender 

och teknikerna förutspås ha hög framtida marknadstillväxt. Adoptionen har emellertid visat sig vara ganska 

långsam, vilket ger upphov till funderingar kring om teknikerna håller på att misslyckas. Trots att det finns 

en arena för att teknikerna ska fungera och fördelar att dra nytta av, så har majoriteten av det svenska folket 

fortfarande inte adopterat teknikerna. Hur kommer sig detta? 
 
Det här mastersarbetet ämnar utvärdera framtidsutsikterna för det smarta hemmet kontrollerat av röst. 

Arbetet undersöker; dagens adoption av det smarta hemmet och det smarta hemmet styrt av röst; 

konsumenternas uppfattning av tekniken i det smarta hemmet och av röst som kontrollmedel; samt vilka 

adoptionsbarriärer som skulle kunna hindra diffusionen av teknikerna. En studie av tidigare litteratur i 

området genomfördes, följt av intervjuer med både teknikexperter och konsumenter med olika erfarenhet 

av det smarta hemmet. Baserat på litteraturstudien och intervjuerna kunde initiala hypoteser kring 

konsumenternas uppfattning av teknikerna samt potentiella adoptionsbarriärer extraheras. Dessa hypoteser 

testades genom en enkätundersökning riktad mot svenska barnfamiljer.  
 
Det fastställdes att adoptionen av det smarta hemmet har nått hälften av Sveriges barnfamiljer, medan enbart 

en femtedel av dessa familjer adopterat det smarta hemmet styrt av röst. Tekniken för det smarta hemmet 

har goda förutsättningar för fortsatt diffusionen och adoption. Däremot skiljer sig uppfattningarna av 

tekniken för det smarta hemmet mellan olika konsumentgrupper. Detta då vissa grupper har svårare att 
uppfatta ett värde med tekniken. Ser man till styrningen av det framtida smarta hemmet är det osannolikt 

att röst kommer vara det enda styrsättet, eftersom röstkontroll inte är lämpligt i alla situationer. Detta 

mastersarbete identifierade även flertalet adoptionsbarriärer och problemområden som riskerar hindra 

teknikens framtida adoption. Dessa är kritiska att lösa för det smarta hemmets framtida diffusion och 

adoption.  

 

Nyckelord: smart hem, röststyrning, tekniken för det smarta hemmet, adoption, diffusion 

av innovationer, innovationsspridning, innovationers misslyckande 
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Glossary 
Automated home An automated home is a smart home where few commands and 

instructions are needed from the resident - the home automatically 
takes action based on collected information 

Innovativeness This thesis defines a person’s innovativeness as the person’s attitude 
towards new technology; a person who adopts new technology early 
has high innovativeness, while a person who usually adopts new 
technology later is considered to have lower innovativeness 

SHT Smart Home Technology 

Smart device An intelligent device able to collect information from its surrounding          
environment, share it across platforms, and take actions accordingly  

Smart home This thesis defines a smart home as a home containing at least one 
smart device 

Speech recognition The technology of identifying spoken words from an utterance, the term 
is commonly used interchangeably with voice recognition 

TAM Technology Acceptance Model 

VA Voice Assistant 

Voice recognition The technology of distinguishing between different voices, the term is 
commonly used interchangeably with speech recognition 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter consists of four sections and aims to introduce the reader to this thesis. The first section                  
provides a background on the smart home. The second section contains the problematization that              
depicts the scope of this thesis. The third section specifies the scope of this thesis into research                 
questions. In the fourth and last section, the delimitations of this paper are discussed.  

1.1 Background 
The history of the smart home starts in the early 20th century with the emergence of automation tools                  
such as vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, and TV remote controls, revolutionizing the household works             
for wealthier families. In the early 21st century came the next wave of smart home technology,                
including computer-controlled security, heating, lights and doors (Hendricks, 2014). Today, the           
automation tools that revolutionized the homes back in the early 20th century have become smart:               
robot vacuum cleaners, internet connected refrigerators, and voice assistants that allow you to talk to               
your TV.  
 
But what is smart? Smart has become a marketing buzzword used for technology aiming to make the                 
life of the user better than its “dumber” precursors. The word smart originally comes from the                
acronym Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting technology and today there are different levels of             
smartness ranging from automated devices to intelligent devices able to assess their surroundings and              
make actions accordingly (Anderson, 2018). However, smart technology is evolving and what was             
smart yesterday is not necessarily smart today, and what is considered smart today is likely to be even                  
smarter in the future. 
 
The smart home of today aims to make the everyday life of its inhabitants easier, more efficient, more                  
comfortable and safer, by providing new means of controlling the home (Marikyan et al., 2019). The                
control of the smart home has differed over the years as well as between devices. In the early 20th                   

century, actions were controlled manually from the device and in 1996 the clapper was introduced,               
being the first sound operated control for light switches. Today, there are multiple ways of controlling                
the smart home of which voice control through voice assistants is one (Hendricks, 2014). 
 
Voice assistants utilize speech recognition, the technology of identifying spoken words from an             
utterance. Today’s speech recognition is nearly at par with human understanding, reaching an             
accuracy level of 95% for the English language (Kleiner Perkins, 2018). As speech recognition              
accuracy has improved, voice as a mean of controlling the smart home has increased in popularity                
with big actors such as Google, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft having developed their own voice               
assistants (Smartsheets, n.d.).  
 
Though the technologies have been listed as important emerging trends ready for adoption for several               
years, with high expected market growth and great potential (Gartner, n.d.; Panetta, 2018; Sinofsky,              
2019; Statista, 2019:2), the adoption is slow and have not yet become as widespread as anticipated                
(Sinofsky, 2019; Shaman, 2018). Hence, one might wonder what is hindering adoption and whether              
the technologies are failing to diffuse.  
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The diffusion of an innovation is described by Rogers (1983) as the process by which an innovation                 
spreads across a population in order to reach adoption. Claiming that the technology adoption follows               
a normal distribution and that adoption depends on both the characteristics of the innovation and of                
the adopters, Rogers state that a population may be divided into different adopter categories based on                
their innovativeness. A majority of the population is considered to have lower innovativeness and              
their adoption is dependent on the verdict from individuals with higher innovativeness. Therefore,             
there is a balance between meeting the needs and expectations of the different adopter categories. If                
the developer is not able to do so, the innovation is at risk of falling into the chasm, defined by Moore                     
(1991) as a major difference in expectations between adopters with high and low innovativeness.              
Falling into the chasm leads to a discontinuation of the innovation’s diffusion process, making the               
innovation fail. Literature mentions numerous reasons an innovation might fail to diffuse, and             
Gourville (2005) divides these into three categories; the product itself and its characteristics; the              
developer in charge of meeting consumer needs; and the consumer based on its consumer              
characteristics.  

1.2 Problematization 
The adoption of the smart home relies on prospective users perceiving clear benefits and acceptable               
levels of risk (Wilson et al., 2017). Individuals with high innovativeness play an important role in the                 
diffusion process as they seed the market growth by testing innovations and thereafter communicate              
their benefits and functionality to the majority (Rogers, 1983; Wilson et al., 2017). Drawing on this, it                 
could be argued that identifying challenges perceived by consumers are of high importance for the               
diffusion prospects of smart home technology.  
 
Previous research within this field has identified several adoption barriers and problems which might              
hinder the diffusion of smart home technology. However, the majority of previous research has been               
conducted in the UK and US. A major adoption barrier identified for smart home technology is the                 
lack of interoperability (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013; Ali and Yosuf, 2018; Harbor Research, 2016),              
posing a challenge to the functionality and therefore the appeal of, demand for, and delivery of, smart                 
home services (Perumal et al., 2011, 2008).  
 
Voice assistants have the potential to solve the interoperability issue as they may act as interpreters                
between smart devices within the home. Development moves at a rapid pace as both Google and                
Amazon have three doubled the number of devices that may be integrated through their voice               
assistants over the last six months (Windsor, 2019). Little research has however been conducted on               
the consumers’ perception of voice as a mean of control of the smart home. What effect could voice                  
control be expected to have on the adoption of smart home technology? 
 
This thesis aims to explore the consumers’ perception of the smart home and the smart home                
controlled by voice. Where on the curve of technology adoption are we today? What barriers are there                 
that slows the adoption? Does the technology solve the right problems and is it easy enough to                 
assimilate the benefits of the technology? What is the consumer attitude towards voice as a mean of                 
control of the smart home? Is voice control the future mean of control of the smart home? Is there a                    
chasm between the consumer groups that needs to be crossed in order to reach adoption by the                 
masses? Is the smart home diffusing to the masses, and if no - what is hindering adoption? 
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1.3 Purpose and Research Question 
The purpose of this master thesis project is to explore the diffusion prospects for the smart home                 
controlled by voice and to determine what barriers might hinder the diffusion process.  
 
The research question this report aims to answer is; what are the diffusion prospects for the smart                 
home and will voice be its primary mean of control?  
 
In order to determine this, three sub-questions have been specified. For the smart home and the smart                 
home controlled by voice: 
SRQ1: How far along the adoption curve have the technologies reached? 
SRQ2: How is the consumer perception of current technologies affecting adoption? 
SRQ3: What are some of the challenges that remain to be solved in order to reach further adoption? 

1.4 Delimitations 
The scope of this paper has been delimited to focus on the Swedish market. This in order to facilitate a                    
more thorough and extensive analysis. In 2018, Sweden scored the second highest in the Digital               
Economy and Society Index (DESI) ranking (European Commission, 2018). In addition, Sweden has             
one of the highest adoption rates of smart home technology in Europe (Statista, 2019:2).              
Consequently, Sweden was considered to be at the forefront of both digital and smart home adoption,                
and as such, deemed an appropriate market to study given the scope of this paper. The results of this                   
study are however expected to be generalizable to other markets with similar DESI, as the differences                
between geographically separated markets are assumed to be few.  
 
In addition, the survey conducted as part of this thesis was delimited to focus on families with                 
dependent children. This delimitation was made as a survey targeting the entire Swedish population              
was deemed too resource consuming. In this context, a family with dependent children was defined as                
a household consisting of at least one adult and one child. A child was defined as an individual 0-24                   
years of age, in accordance with the definition assumed by Sweden Statistics (SCB, 2019). Families               
with dependent children were considered a suitable respondent group as 52% of the Swedish              
population, which is roughly 5.3 million people, reside in a household containing children 0-24 years               
of age (SCB, 2019). Further on, the respondent group was delimited to focus on the adults in such                  
households. This due to legal and ethical reasons, but also owing to the assumption that adults are in                  
ultimate charge of purchasing decisions of the nature discussed in this report.  
 
A frequently mentioned topic within the field of smart home technology is the security and               
surveillance aspect. There is a perceived threat that one’s privacy could be compromised due to               
bringing internet connected devices into one’s home. While this is an important issue that deserves               
attention and analysis, this report has been delimited to only include this aspect as a potential barrier                 
for consumer adoption of smart home technology. Consequently, the potential security risks            
associated with the adoption of smart home technology will only be discussed briefly and dominantly               
from the perspective of a consumer evaluating whether to adopt the technology or not. The               
technological background of these potential security risks, what repercussions these risks could have             
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and how these risks could be avoided or mitigated, will not be addressed in this paper. The reader is                   
encouraged to assimilate this knowledge from other sources.  
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2 Technical Background 
This chapter aims to present the technical background for this thesis. As smart home technology is of                 
complex nature, the smart home ecosystem and current state-of-the-art solutions need to be examined              
to gain an understanding of the issues discussed by this thesis. The chapter consists of three sections:                 
The Smart Home, Smart Devices, and Voice Assistants. 

2.1 The Smart Home 
By bringing smart devices into one’s home, a smart home is created. Marikyan et al. (2019) define a                  
smart home as a home containing smart devices and sensors that are integrated into an intelligent                
system that offers monitoring, management, and support to the home’s residents. This thesis defines a               
smart home as a home containing at least one smart device.  
 
Smart home technology (SHT) consists of a wide variety of smart devices, with many different               
functions. Ranging from smart appliances with some processing capabilities that may be controlled             
remotely, to smart adapters with the ability to make normal devices smart. Examples of today’s smart                
devices are; smart lights and heating; smart locks and security; smart entertainment systems such as               
speakers and TVs; as well as voice assistants (VAs). VAs are a type of smart technology, that when                  
put into a speaker becomes a type of smart device. The VAs are controlled by voice and can perform a                    
variety of actions after hearing a wake word or command (Smartsheet, n.d.). Smart devices and VAs                
are further described in sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 
 
The long-term aim of the smart home is to improve the residents’ everyday life and well-being by                 
promoting comfort, security, entertainment and sometimes cost-effectiveness (Marikyan et al., 2019;           
Risteska Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). By making it possible to remotely control household             
appliances, as well as automating processes, it is possible to decrease the burden of household               
activities. An example of this is a smart coffee maker that is programmed to automatically start                
brewing when your alarm clock goes off in the morning. 
 
The benefits of a smart home could be many. In terms of environmental benefits, the smart home may                  
reduce the energy use as it enables monitoring, controlling and automation. Looking at psychological              
benefits for the residents, it creates the possibility of virtual interaction and support. In terms of                
physical health, the smart home could enable accessibility and availability of care as well as being                
time and cost efficient as diseases or health issues may be identified and handled at earlier stages                 
(Marikyan et al., 2019).  
 
The ideal version of a smart home is a household where all devices are connected and communicate                 
with one another seamlessly (Risteska Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). In reality, this is seldom the               
case. Instead, many smart home residents suffer from interoperability problems owing to different             
communication standards between devices and distinct network interfaces. This in combination with            
multiple control spots complicates the control of the smart home (Lazarevich, 2018). The smart home               
ecosystem could hence be said to be of quite complex nature. 
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2.1.1 The Smart Home of Today 
The smart home is a high-tech network linking sensors, domestic appliances, and features so that they                
may be remotely controlled or automated (Marikyan et al., 2019). The system offers a variety of                
functions and services, tailored to the needs of the residents (Marikyan et al., 2019). 
 
The architectural design of the smart home includes several key elements illustrated in Figure 1               
below. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The smart home is filled with smart devices (in blue), most of them connected to their own controller 

(blue with red borders). Some devices can also communicate with the VA, hence the VA can work as an 
integrator (in orange). Most devices are controlled through their own phone application (blue box in phone) 
but there are also are phone applications connecting some of the device-applications, hence working as an 

integrator (in orange). The VA application can also connect to some “regular” applications like Spotify (purple 
boxes in phone). 

 
The smart home contains smart devices. Most device has its own controller, connected to the home                
network. The device may be controlled using a dedicated remote control, a monitor screen, a button, a                 
VA or a phone application, depending on the device. Some devices are able to talk to each other, but                   
only if they are part of the same ecosystem. These devices may be integrated and connected through a                  
phone application where the user can control several devices from the same application. Consumers              
who have VAs may control parts of their home through voice control. The VA provides               
interconnectivity and communication between the devices that are supported and included in the VA’s              
ecosystem. 
 
There are several types of SHT with varying prices. Technology in the lower price range are devices                 
such as smart light bulbs, smart plugs, and VAs which could be acquired for 150 to 1,500 SEK each.                   
Smart speaker systems, smart surveillance, and smart home appliances are examples of devices that              
are more expensive. 
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2.1.2 Smart Home Adoption 
Sweden is at the forefront of smart home adoption in Europe, with a household penetration rate of                 
26% according to Statista (2019:2). The smart home household penetration is expected to grow              
according to the figures presented in Figure 2 below.  

 
Figure 2: Smart home household penetration in different regions and its estimated development until 2023 

(Statista, 2019:1-3).   1

2.1.3 Market and Trends 
The smart home ecosystem is highly fragmented, in terms of both technologies and actors. BCG and                
Quid identified roughly 1,500 players, ranging from giant tech firms to three-year-old startups with no               
dominant actors having established themselves as market leaders yet (Ali and Yosuf, 2018). 
 
Players from all industries present their own solutions of smart devices, and the market has not yet                 
managed to reach the vision of the smart home as seamlessly connected (Ahuja and Patel, 2018; Ali                 
and Yosuf, 2018; Mocrii et al., 2018). Due to devices having different communication protocols and               
standards, the smart home lacks interoperability and connectivity resulting in a fragmented smart             
home for the consumer. In 2013, the first of several attempts of creating an industry standard for                 
connected devices was made through AllSeen Alliance, a joint collaboration of 23 companies in the               
consumer electronics and software applications industry. AllSeen Alliance created an open source            
software for developing connected technology (Rothfeld, 2015). However, no standard was set and             
today’s smart home ecosystem is therefore rather complex. Though both stand-alone devices and             
small networks of devices are emerging and developing, the devices are still not fully interconnectable               
over all brands (Sinofsky, 2019). 
 
There are several growth drivers for the smart home market, the most significant being a growing                
awareness of safety and security issues, and an increasing consumer demand for simplicity and              
personalized experiences (Research and Markets, 2018). However, consumers’ increased awareness of           

1 Included in these numbers are; digitally connected and controlled devices within a house that can be remotely                  
controlled, sensors, actuators, control hubs to connect sensors and actuators with remote controls and to each                
other. Smart TVs, smartphones, and tablets are not included in the scope.  
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safety and security issues will also limit the market growth, as consumers may perceive a risk of                 
device manufacturers exploiting their private data (Allied Market Research, 2018). 

2.2 Smart Devices 

2.2.1 Technology Description 
Smart devices are intelligent devices able to collect information from their surrounding environment,             
share the information across platforms and take actions accordingly (Risteska Stojkoska and            
Trivodaliev, 2017; Marikyan et al., 2019). There are different levels of intelligence when it comes to                
smart devices: automated, connected and smart. These terms are however often used to explain the               
same thing - the future of home appliances. In Figure 3, the differences between the three levels of                  
intelligence are illustrated and exemplified. 
 

  
Figure 3: The differences between automated, connected and smart devices exemplified. A smart device is often 

both automated and connected. 
 

The automated devices in the home are stand-alone devices controlled by sensors and timers. They               
use their sensors to access the current state of the world in order to perform tasks, but do not see the                     
bigger picture and may only manage a limited number of things at once (Mocrii et al., 2018). The                  
word connected in connected devices refers to the infrastructure of connectivity installed in the home,               
such as a smart refrigerator connected to the internet (Custom Controls, n.d.). Connected devices have               
the ability to communicate with each other and send information over the network, collect data, and                
allow you to monitor and modify their control via the network connection. Just like automated               
devices, smart devices use sensors. But they also use microprocessors, controls, data storage, and an               
embedded operating system (Trollinger, 2016). A smart device may assume its current state taking              
multiple factors into consideration at once and may support multiple tasks. They may predict the               
user’s intent by assessing the situation and may act preemptively based on this (Mocrii et al., 2018).                 
They have the capability of running autonomously and are often connected to a network but do not                 
have to be (Weinreich, 2017). For this thesis, a device with any of the above mentioned levels of                  
intelligence will be referred to as a smart device.  
 
Smart devices can perform a small set of operations (Mocrii et al., 2018). They are equipped to                 
communicate, either wired or wirelessly, by sending data to either their controller or directly to the                
cloud (Risteska Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). Some devices may also send data and information              
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to other smart devices in the home, given they use the same protocol for communicating (Gubbi et al.,                  
2013). The smart devices can sense, actuate and process data to some extension as each device has                 
moderate computation and communication capabilities. Most smart devices come with their own            
controller, needed to connect the device to the network and the user interface in order to control the                  
device remotely (Risteska Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017; Rouse, 2018).  
 
There are many different types of smart devices such as sensors, home appliances, and smart adapters                
(Mocrii et al., 2018; Risteska Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). Sensors are able to observe their               
environment in different ways such as vision, motion, weather, air, and temperature, and generate data               
by translating measurements of the real world into data to analyze (Mocrii et al., 2018; Langley,                
2019). Home appliances come in many different shapes, serving different purposes (Risteska            
Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). Smart adapters enable smart devices to become connected            
(Weinreich, 2017; Trollinger, 2016). 

 
Figure 4: The smart device sends data to the cloud, often through the own controller. The data is processed in 

the cloud server and the cloud either send information with actions to take back to the smart device, through the 
controller, or send information to the user interface where the user may monitor and make changes (Risteska 

Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). 
 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the smart device system consists of five components. Devices have different                
ways of communicating and as most devices do not have the possibility to communicate directly with                
the cloud, their controller, included in the smart device package, is needed to serve as a bridge                 
(Barrett, 2018; Rouse, 2018). The device controller handles the communication between the device             
and the cloud by being connected to the home network. As data is sent to and from the cloud over the                     
home network, a stable network connection is crucial. The controller’s connection to the home              
network and the cloud makes it possible to remotely access and control devices in the home (Barrett,                 
2018). The cloud accumulates and stores the data collected from the device and it is often the cloud                  
server that processes the data and takes actions based on this, telling the device what to do (Risteska                  
Stojkoska and Trivodaliev, 2017). What the user sees when controlling devices, is the user interface               
where the device may be monitored and managed. Thanks to being connected to the cloud, devices                
may be controlled either from inside the home or outside the home (Risteska Stojkoska and               
Trivodaliev, 2017). Many smart devices have their own mobile application for control but the              
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interface may also be included in the controller as a local monitor screen in the home (Marikyan et al.,                   
2019). 

2.2.2 Smart Device Adoption 
The market for smart devices may be divided into six segments; Control and Connectivity; Smart               
Appliances; Home Entertainment; Security; Energy Management; and Comfort and Lightning          
(Statista, 2019:4-8). In terms of revenue, the biggest segments are; Control and Connectivity,             
including programmable control buttons, smart adapters and VA controlled smart speakers such as             
Google Home; Smart Appliances, including large appliances such as connected fridges, and small             
appliances such as robot vacuum cleaners; Home Entertainment, including sound systems and            
streaming devices such as Google Chromecast; and Security, including surveillance products such as             
security cameras, and equipment for risk monitoring such as connected smoke detectors. In terms of               
the number of households the biggest segments are; Control and connectivity; Home Entertainment;             
and Security. 

2.3 Voice Assistants 

2.3.1 Technology Description 
Voice assistants (VAs) are software agents able to interpret human speech, perform actions and              
answer via synthesized voices. VAs may be embedded in companies’ phone services, smartphones,             
cars, smart devices or in dedicated smart home speakers. They can do everything from answering               
questions, telling jokes, playing music, and setting timers to controlling items in the smart home. Most                
VAs are activated by mentioning a key wake word and rely on a special algorithm that is always                  
listening for the wake word. When the wake word is spoken, the assistant is ready to begin                 
communicating with a server to do its job (Smartsheets, n.d.). VAs may also work as integrators by                 
being able to handle several communication protocols and can thereby improving the interoperability             
between devices. The VA can provide connectivity, communication, and control of multiple devices             
through one centralized platform by converging data from one or more devices, and then forward data                
in one or more directions (Mocrii et al., 2018; Rouse, 2018). Important to note is however that the VA                   
only provides connectivity for devices in the own ecosystem (Barrett, 2018; Rouse, 2018).  
 
VAs make use of speech recognition technology, being the technology of identifying spoken words              
from an utterance (Patel et al., 2013). Modern speech recognition technology builds on statistical              
modeling systems that calculate the most probable meaning given the known input, probabilities and              
mathematical functions (Chavan and Sable, 2013). 
 
Today’s machines are able to understand speech almost as well as human beings. The threshold for                
human word accuracy is said to be at 95%, which Google managed to surpass in 2017 for the English                   
language (Kleiner Perkins, 2018). Speech recognition technology can be further complicated by            
having the system distinguish between different voices. Systems with this ability are referred to as               
voice recognition technology (Patel et al., 2013). 
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2.3.2 Voice Assistant Adoption 
Speech and voice recognition technology is commonly used to replace traditional input methods such              
as typing or clicking (Boyd, 2018). The technology is advantageous for the eyes-and-hands-busy user,              
such as when driving or cooking. Speech and voice recognition technology could offer an increase in                
efficiency as the average person can write 40 words per minute, but is able to speak 150 words in the                    
same time frame (Boyd, 2018). Another major area of use is disabled persons who might have limited                 
physical ability to control their environment (Chavan and Sable, 2013). 
 
VAs enable control of items with voice commands. According to Voicebot (2019) however, the most               
common use cases for VAs are; asking questions; listening to streaming music services; checking the               
weather; and setting alarms and timers. Controlling smart home devices is only the ninth most               
common use case in the US, with 24% stating they use their VA to control their smart devices on a                    
daily basis. The VA is often sold integrated in speakers, commonly referred to as smart speakers, but                 
may also be integrated in other smart devices. The most common room to place the VA in is the living                    
room, followed by the bedroom and the kitchen (Voicebot, 2019).  
 
There are multiple actors in the voice and speech recognition software market where some of the most                 
prominent participants are large and well-known corporations such as Amazon, Apple, Baidu,            
Facebook, Google and Microsoft (Grand View Research, 2018). The market for VAs is dominated by               
a few of these corporations, with Amazon and Google having the largest market shares. In 2018,                
Canalys (2018) stated that Amazon had over 50% of the installed units, while 30% of the devices had                  
been manufactured by Google. Apple, Microsoft, and Samsung are also big players on the VA market,                
though responsible for much smaller shares than Amazon and Google. Canalys anticipates Google to              
catch up to Amazon on the worldwide market by 2022, and Grand View Research (2018) expects                
market participants to become fewer and larger as companies are forecasted to enter partnerships and               
conduct mergers and acquisitions. 
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3 Diffusion and Innovation Theory  
This chapter introduces the theories used to build the theoretical framework for this thesis. The               
chapter consists of four sections. The first two sections contain theoretical discussions, built around              
themes relevant for the subject of this thesis: Diffusion of Technological Innovations, and Why              
Innovations Fail. Each section introduces several theories with the ambition to give the reader an               
insight into the foundations of the premises of this thesis. The third section summarizes the most                
essential points from section one and two. The fourth and last section provides the theoretical               
framework for this thesis, extracted from the three previous sections. The theoretical framework will              
be utilized to analyze the results that follow from the empirical collection. 

3.1 Diffusion of Technological Innovations 
Diffusion of Innovations is a process presented by Everett M. Rogers in 1962, defined as the process                 
by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a                
social system (Rogers, 1983). Rogers’ model of diffusion has been applied to research on Information               
Technology and Information Systems (Nehemiah et al., 2017), and is well established to study              
consumer adoption of products such as SHT. 
 
Rogers explains the decision of adopting an innovation through the availability of information, the              
compatibility and relative advantages of the innovation, the adopters’ past experiences, the            
characteristics of their social system such as management support, and through communication            
processes (Rogers, 1983; Lyytinen and Damsgaard, 2001). The theory is built upon four main              
elements that affect the adoption rate of an innovation: the Innovation, the Communication Channels,              
the Social Systems and Time (Rogers, 1983; Fichman, 2000), all explained briefly below.  
 
In summary, Rogers’ Innovation element conceptualizes around a framework of information and            
uncertainty in relation to the product, building upon five characteristics of the innovation.             
Communication channels are defined as two or more participants sharing information in order to reach               
mutual understanding. There are multiple types of communication channels with social-media and            
interpersonal communication being two examples. According to Rogers, the main sources for decision             
information are mass media and word of mouth. Rogers’ view of communication has been criticized               
for being too focused on the adopter, as several researchers claim that the supplier may have a direct                  
impact on communication and innovation adoption through reputation, marketing, standardization,          
and R&D (Lyytinen and Damsgaard, 2001; Frambach, 1993; Fichman, 2000; Robertson and            
Gatignon, 1986). Social systems are defined by Rogers (1983) as a set of interrelated units such as                 
individuals or organizations, affecting decision making through policies and norms. The last element             
in Rogers’ theory is Time, being an obvious parameter in all communication processes as it exists in                 
every single activity rather than independently of events. 
 
Rogers (1983) claims that the adoption process is inseparable from the diffusion process. Diffusion              
could be seen as composed individual adoption and is influenced by both the product, heavily affected                
by Rogers’ Innovation element, and the consumer, heavily affected by Rogers’ Time element. Though              
Communication Channels and Social Systems may provide some insights, this thesis will focus on the               
Innovation and Time elements of Rogers theory. This as these two elements are deemed to have the                 
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greatest impact on whether an innovation is adopted when analyzing the innovation from a technology               
and consumer perspective, which are the two focus areas of this thesis. The Innovation and Time                
elements will be further described in section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 respectively.  

3.1.1 Acceptance and Adoption of Technological Innovations 
The innovation itself plays an important role in the diffusion of a technological innovation. There are                
multiple definitions of what an innovation is and the word has come to have different meanings to                 
different people (Shah et al., 2014). Schumpeter (1934) first defined an innovation as being novel               
combinations of existing knowledge, resources, equipment, and other factors, subject to attempts at             
commercialization. Rogers’ definition of an innovation has some similarities to Schumpeter’s. Rogers            
defines an innovation as something that is perceived as new and does not necessarily need to involve                 
new knowledge, as it may also be a merge of earlier innovations and knowledge (Rogers, 1983).  
 
Technology acceptance is a prerequisite to reaching technology adoption as the innovation, in order to               
be adopted, must first be accepted. Davis’ (1989) Technology Acceptance Model is used to measure               
the acceptance of an innovation, while Rogers’ (1983) Innovation element from his theory the              
Diffusion of Innovations may be used to analyze the adoption of an innovation. As acceptance and                
adoption are strongly correlated, it is interesting to examine both the acceptance and the adoption of                
SHT, using Davis’ and Rogers’ theories - both examined below. 
 
Technology Acceptance Model 
In 1989, Davis presented a model for technical acceptance called the Technology Acceptance Model              
(TAM) (Davis, 1989). This model focuses on an individual’s perception of a technological innovation              
and how this perception is affecting the eventual adoption. Influenced by both social cognitive theory               
and decision-making theory, it resulted in two perceived characteristics about innovations that may be              
used to predict the usage and acceptance outcomes. These two characteristics are the Perceived Ease               
of Use and the Perceived Usefulness, both closely linked to the innovativeness of an individual. Davis                
defines the perceived ease of use as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular                  
system would be free of effort. The perceived usefulness is defined as the degree to which a person                  
believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance. According to Davis,                
these two factors will, based on the user’s External Variables such as demographic variables,              
determine the user’s Attitude Towards Using the innovation. Davis’ model, presented in Figure 5, also               
shows that the attitude towards using the innovation in combination with the perceived usefulness will               
have an effect on the Behavioral Intention to Use the innovation, which in turn influences the Actual                 
System Use being the acceptance and adoption. 
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Figure 5: Davis’ (1989) Technology Acceptance Model shows how several factors influence each other on the 

way to acceptance, where Perceived usefulness and Perceived ease of use are affected by the product. 
 
Many researchers agree to Davis’ definitions of the two characteristics affected by the innovation, the               
perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use (Adams et al., 1992; Agarwal and Prasad, 1998;                
Lippert and Forman, 2005). However, Davis is criticized as there may be individual differences in               
beliefs and attitudes towards technology, being influenced by more than just the perceived ease of use                
and demographic variables (Straub, 2009). Customers are affected by their prior experiences, their             
beliefs about specific and general abilities, as well as their personal traits. Rogers (1983) stresses the                
importance of having the opportunity to experiment with a new innovation and Lippert and Forman               
(2005) state that prior experience with similar technology and knowledge also have an effect on the                
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness which ultimately affects technology adoption. 
 
Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation 
Rogers (1983) also stresses the important role the innovation itself plays in reaching acceptance and               
adoption. However, Rogers focuses on adoption rather than acceptance. There are five characteristics             
of an innovation that may be used to explain different adoption rates of new technology between                
individuals according to Rogers (Rogers, 1983; Cooper and Zmud, 1990); 
 

1. Relative advantage - the level to which an innovation is perceived as more beneficial than the                
idea it supersedes. This may be measured in terms of social prestige, economics, convenience,              
and satisfaction. Showing strong similarities to Davis’ Perceived Usefulness (Fichman, 1992). 

2. Compatibility - the level to which an innovation is perceived as compatible with the needs,               
values, and experiences of potential adopters. 

3. Complexity - the level to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use,                
showing strong similarities with Davis’ Perceived Ease of Use (Fichman, 1992). 

4. Trialability - the level to which an innovation may be tried out. New ideas that may be tested                  
and experimented with by the user are often adopted faster. 

5. Observability - the level to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. If it is easy                   
for others to see the results of an innovation, the innovation is more likely to be adopted. 
 

Critics to Rogers’ Innovation element, however, state that the perception and idea of different              
characteristics may differ among individuals (Lyytinen and Damsgaard, 2001). Fichman (1992) also            
claims that it is not always the potential adopters’ willingness to accept and adopt an innovation, but                 
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also their ability to accept and adopt an innovation, that affect innovation adoption. The technology to                
be adopted may be quite complex, implying high knowledge barriers that need to be lowered in order                 
for the innovation to reach majority (Fichman, 1992). The adoption of a technology is a complex                
development process where individuals construct unique perceptions of the innovation, influencing           
their adoption decisions. In order to successfully facilitate adoption, the technology must address             
cognitive, emotional, and contextual concerns (Straub, 2009).  

3.1.2 Consumer Decision Making 
What customers value differs among individuals, products, and timing, and there are many definitions              
of what customer value actually is (Khalifa, 2004; Woodruff, 1997). In 1997, Woodruff defined              
customer value as a customer’s perceived preference for, and evaluation of, those product attributes,              
attribute performances, and consequences arising from the use that facilitates (or blocks) achieving             
the customer’s goals and purposes in use situations (Woodruff, 1997). The customer value is              
subjective and determined by the customer’s perception of it, rather than by the supplier’s              
assumptions and intentions (Woodruff, 1997; Woodruff and Gardial, 1996). Technology adoption           
starts with accepting the innovation but is also dependent on the ability to integrate the innovation and                 
use it in the appropriate context (Straub, 2009). 
 
As stated, understanding the innovation is important to understand the acceptance and adoption of a               
technology. However, it is just as important to understand what consumers value and how their               
behavior affects their adoption decision making. This is where Rogers’ Time element comes in,              
consisting of Rogers’ Five Steps of Adoption, The Rate of Adoption, and Rogers’ Adopter Categories -                
all explained below. 
 
Rogers’ Five Steps of Adoption 
Rogers (1983) defines the adoption decision process as a five-step process, illustrated in Figure 6               
below. According to Rogers, an individual moves from awareness and initial knowledge of an              
innovation towards either confirming the adoption or rejecting the innovation. 

 
Figure 6: Roger’s five steps of adoption, further explained below.  

  
1. Awareness - when the individual is exposed to the innovation’s existence 
2. Persuasion - when the individual forms an attitude towards the innovation 
3. Decision - when the individual decides to adopt or reject the innovation 
4. Implementation - when the innovation is put to use by the individual 
5. Confirmation - when the individual evaluates the decision that was made regarding the             

innovation 
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The Rate of Adoption 
Rogers (1983) calls the relative speed at which an innovation is adopted by the members of a social                  
system the Rate of Adoption. When plotted as the percentage of a population adopting a new                
innovation over time, the result is an S-shaped curve, see Figure 7.  
 

 
Figure 7:  The S-curve of diffusion. It starts slowly at first, shoots off when reaching the majority of a 

population, and then flattens out over time as fewer individuals adopt the innovation. 
 
Though many innovations have an S-shaped adoption curve, its slope may differ between innovations              
and also between social systems. Several researchers agree with Rogers on this, with one important               
difference – the S is not always symmetrically shaped (Fichman, 1992; Geroski, 2000; Rogers, 2003;               
Bass, 1980). 
 
Rogers’ Adopter Categories 
Individuals adopt new innovations at different times and Rogers (1983) introduced five different             
adopter categories that an individual ends up in depending on their innovativeness. Each category              
holds a part of the Technology Adoption Life Cycle and according to Rogers, the transition over the                 
curve is expected to go smoothly as the earlier group is to work as references and role models for the                    
subsequent group. The adopter categories, and the ideal type of person for each category, are               
conceptualizations based on observations of reality and design in order to make comparisons possible.              
Figure 8 below illustrates the adopter categories. 
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Figure 8: Rogers five adopter categories across the Technology Adoption Life Cycle (the diffusion curve). 
Innovators stand for 2.5% of the population, Early Adopters stand for 13.5%, Early and Late Majority stand for 
34% each and Laggards stand for 16%. Their profiles and behaviors were stated by Rogers (1983) and Moore 

(1991). 
 
Characteristics of the adopters may also depend on education, age and job tenure (Fichman, 2000;               
Rogers, 1983). Mahajan et al. (1990) added additional characteristics to the adopter categories such as               
years to adopt earlier innovations, household income, occupation, frequency of usage, software usage,             
and expertise. In terms of the smart home, studies have shown that the following characteristics may                
have an additional effect on the adoption rate: age, gender, household size, household income, and               
technical knowledge (Wilson et al., 2017; Centercode, 2015; Ahuja and Patel, 2018; Gaul and Ziefle,               
2009). 
 
Criticism Against Rogers’ Time Element 
Many researchers claim that adoption is not as easy as Rogers states it to be (Bass et al., 1990;                   
Fichman, 1992; Fichman, 2000; Gallivan, 2001; Geroski, 2000; Lyytinen and Damsgaard, 2001;            
Mahajan et al., 1990; Moore, 1991). People get to know about new technology at different times and                 
may not be in the same adopter category for all new innovations. Social phenomena involve               
individuals and organizations making choices, which is often done in an interdependent manner with              
no basic reference points, hence all potential adopters will not have the probability of adopting a                
product at the same time (Geroski, 2000; Bass et al., 1990).  
 
In addition, Rogers’ theory does not apply equally well to all kinds of innovation, such as more                 
complex technologies, and in all adoption contexts (Fichman, 2000; Gallivan, 2001; Lyytinen and             
Damsgaard, 2001). However, it provides an easy to use overview of the adopter categories suitable for                
SHT (Wilson et al., 2017). Fichman (1992) claims that one major limitation with Rogers’ diffusion               
theory is the assumption that individuals adopt innovations for their own independent use, rather than               
being part of a larger community of interdependent users. He further claims that there may be network                 
externalities where it is crucial that the innovation reaches critical mass adoption for the benefits to                
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reach their potential, an example of this is the telephone and does however not apply for SHT.                 
Another criticism to Rogers’ theory is that diffusion is not always done through distinct stages, nor is                 
the transition between adopter categories always as smooth as Rogers claims it to be (Lyytinen and                
Damsgaard, 2001; Moore, 1991).  
 
Though Rogers’ theory is the most widely adopted method for adopter categorization, there are              
advantages and disadvantages to the theory. The advantages presented are that Rogers’ model is easy               
to use and offers standardized categories making it possible to replicate and generalize results across               
studies. The limitations with Rogers’ model are that the diffusion of all new products does not follow                 
a normal distribution pattern and that Rogers does not provide any information on the underlying               
empirical justification on how the groups have been divided (Mahajan et al., 1990).  

3.2 Why Innovations Fail 
Sometimes challenges arise during the diffusion process. Severe enough, such challenges may cause             
an innovation to fail. Braun (1992) defines an innovation as failed when the innovation does not                
manage to gain a meaningful market share or accomplishes to make a profit, even if the innovation                 
performs in the technical sense.  
 
Gourville’s (2005) conducted research shows that a large percentage of innovations fail, ranging from              
40% to 90% across different product categories. Gourville furthermore suggests that most literature in              
the field identifies one of the following three elements as responsible for innovation failure: the               
product, the consumer, and the developer - all accounted for below.  

3.2.1 Failure due to the Product  
Rogers (1962) suggested the product itself to be responsible for its success or failure in the                
marketplace. During his research, Rogers (1962, 1995) found the five factors explained in section              
3.1.1 to explain 49% to 87% of the variances in adoption rates between innovations. It is widely                 
assumed in literature attributing the blame for an innovation’s failure to the product itself that the                
most significant predictor of market success, out of the five suggested by Rogers, is a product’s                
relative advantage (Moore, 1999; Urban and Hauser, 1993; Cooper, 2000). Inimitability and            
exclusivity have also been mentioned as important components influencing the success or failure of an               
innovation in the marketplace (Winer, 2007 and Zikmund et al., 1993, both cited by Banyte &                
Salickaite, 2008). Cooper claims that original innovations succeed about three to five times more              
often than more ordinary products (Cooper in 2001, cited by Banyte and Salickaite, 2008).  
  
Literature further demonstrates a history of products failing in spite of being technically superior. It               
could thus be concluded that there must be other factors influencing an innovation’s adoption rate than                
only product specifics.  

3.2.2 Failure due to the Consumers 
Geoffrey A. Moore (1991) is amongst those who attribute the blame for an innovation’s failure to the                 
consumers. In his book Crossing the Chasm, Moore expands Rogers’ theory of innovation diffusion              
by arguing that the Technology Adoption Life Cycle is not as smooth as Rogers proposed. Due to                 
differences in expectations and attitudes between the five adopter categories, four gaps are located on               
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the curve - one between each pair of subsequent adopter categories. An illustration of Moore’s               
Technology Adoption Life Cycle is found in Figure 9.  
 
According to Moore (1991), the greatest gap is found between the Early Adopters and the Early                
Majority and is referred to as The Chasm. Moore argues that companies will experience this chasm as                 
plateaued sales or declining growth patterns and it is during this period that the diffusion process                
discontinues for many tech innovations. Choi et al. (2010) define an innovation that does not manage                
to cross the chasm as failed.  
 

 
Figure 9: The Technology Adoption Life Cycle and estimated distribution over the adopter categories according 

to Moore. As observed, there are gaps between each pair of subsequent adopter categories but the largest, 
called the chasm, is located between the Early Adopters and the Early Majority.  

 
According to Moore (1991), all gaps, and especially the chasm, needs to be crossed with care.                
Understanding each adopter category and adapting the value offering to suit the requirements of said               
adopter category is key to a successful diffusion of an innovation. Moore claims that each adopter                
category has its own response to disruption and change, and has different expectations and              
psychographic profiles. For details on the adopter categories, refer to section 3.1.2.  
 
The dreaded chasm defined by Moore (1991) is located between the Early Adopters and the Early                
Majority - consumer groups who may appear similar but are not. The Early Adopters buy the                
innovation and expect a radical discontinuity between the old and the new way. They are prepared to                 
bear with bugs and glitches, while the Early Majority expect to get a proper working productivity                
improvement of existing operations. They want to minimize discontinuity with the old, hence the              
Early Adopter does not serve as a good reference and role model for the Early Majority, and it is                   
crucial for the Early Majority’s adoption rate to obtain good references.  
 
Furthermore, Moore stresses that marketing and customer communication must be adapted depending            
on where on the Technology Adoption Life Cycle an innovation currently is positioned. Cialdini              
(2006) also supports this and claims that the pre-chasm market responds to scarcity as an influence                
trigger, while the post-chasm market rather responds to social proof. Companies that fail to adapt their                
value offering to meet the requirements of the Early Majority run a significant risk of failure during                 
this phase of the diffusion process according to Moore (1991). Moore further states that whole product                
planning is key to achieve market dominance, starting backward with the users’ full expectations of a                
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functioning product. Therefore, Moore states that focus must be put on the needs and wants of the                 
Early Majority, by moving from product-based to market-based values. 
 
Criticism Against Moore’s Model 
Moore’s (1991) diffusion model has been criticized for being outdated owing to the rise of the                
Internet. Di Benedetto (2010) states that as digitalization proceeds, new strategies for distribution and              
promotion of innovations emerge. When Moore (1991) introduced his theory, diffusion was mainly             
facilitated by the word-of-mouth method. Using social media, the diffusion process has the potential              
to proceed considerably faster. Literature also asserts that not all diffusion processes follow Roger’s              
innovation diffusion model (Leonard-Barton, 1992). Moore’s framework could thus be indicted with            
over-simplifying reality. Further on, Moore’s diffusion model is focused on the adoption rate as              
measurement. Critics such as Di Benedetto (2010) perceive this as problematic as there is no               
guarantee that a firm that manages to cross the chasm will ever become profitable. As profitability                
commonly is seen as a measure of success in commercial settings, the focus on adoption rate is                 
perceived as misplaced by some (Di Benedetto, 2010).  

3.2.3 Failure due to the Developer  
The most common explanatory factor in literature as to why innovations fail is the developer               
(Gourville, 2005). Several possible explanations are highlighted throughout literature in the field, and             
an excerpt follows below.  
 
An innovation’s success could be linked to decisions made by the developer during the initial stages                
of innovation creation. Conducting a thorough market analysis and recognizing consumer needs are             
highlighted by Banyte and Salickaite (2008) as factors that will affect diffusion success. Design,              
production, quality, and price of the product are further mentioned as significant factors (Banyte and               
Salickaite, 2008). 
 
Braun (1992) supports that identifying and meeting market and user needs is key during the               
innovation process and failure to do this may later result in diffusion failure. Simester (2016) further                
suggests that great products often fail due to consumers’ inability to recognize the value generated by                
these innovations. According to Simester, focusing on creating customer value without taking into             
account how potential adopters will evaluate the innovation is hazardous. Simester suggests that             
potential customers either will search for information or infer information about an innovation during              
the evaluation phase. Inferring refers to the process of guessing information consumers cannot find              
when searching, possibly due to the information being too costly or time-consuming to retrieve.              
According to Simester, companies thus need to distinguish if potential adopters are motivated to learn               
about the new product, and have the ability to grasp the information, or if consumers are unlikely to                  
recognize the innovation’s value. If the later, companies need to alert consumers of the created value                
in order to have a chance of a successful diffusion of their innovation (Simester, 2016). 
 
From a consumer perspective, value is a trade-off between the benefits they get from adopting a                
product in relation to the costs of change (Smith and Colgate, 2007; Woodruff and Gardial, 1996;                
Woodruff, 1997). Benefits are seen as the most important determinant when adopting a new              
technology, and hence the benefits are what will attract the consumer. The relative advantage of a new                 
technology often increases over time as the technology improves, making the relative advantage of              
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early adoption smaller than that of a later adoption. The second most important determinant is the                
cost, including both the cost of acquiring the product as well as the cost of adopting and making use of                    
the product (Woodruff and Gardial, 1996). The customer weighs the benefits against the costs and               
evaluates whether to adopt the new innovation or not, and if the benefits are not perceived to weigh up                   
for the costs, the innovation is in the risk of failure. 
 
For the adoption of SHT, Ali and Yosuf (2018) also identified finding the balance between               
cutting-edge technology and usability as key, as what is possible to create is not always what is best                  
for consumers - especially if it adds too much complexity. A consequence of this is however that the                  
complexity of services that a smart home could realistically provide might be limited (Balta-Ozkan et               
al., 2013).  
 
Lastly, it has been suggested that for some product categories network effects are important for               
adoption. An example of such a product is Microsoft Windows, for which Choi et al. (2010) found                 
that the network effect had and still has an impact on adoption and repeat purchases. For such                 
products, the innovation’s success depends on the innovator’s ability to create network effects during              
the early stages of the diffusion process (Choi et al., 2010). 

3.3 Summary 
Diffusion theory describes how an innovation spreads across a population in order to reach adoption.               
Adoption theory examines an individual and the choices made during the process of deciding on               
whether to accept or reject a new innovation. Adoption theory may thus be seen as a micro                 
perspective on change, focusing on the pieces that make up the whole. As adoptions aggregate over                
time, diffusion could be regarded as a macro perspective of the process of a population’s collective                
adoption (Straub, 2009). 
 
The acceptance, adoption, and diffusion of a technology is a complex development process and              
literature demonstrates that far from all innovations succeed. This thesis adapts Braun’s (1992)             
definition of a failed innovation and declares an innovation that does not manage to gain meaningful                
market share as failed. Both the diffusion, as well as the eventual failure of an innovation, is                 
influenced by the Consumer, the Product and the Developer. 
 
Why some innovations fail while others succeed is a puzzling question. The studied literature did not                
manage to paint a clear picture of what elements and factors determine innovation success, rather               
numerous possible explanations were presented. The most relevant explanatory factors encountered           
during the literature study are presented below. The selection was conducted based on the objective of                
this paper in combination with the chosen level of analysis, that is the market, rather than individual                 
products, consumers or developers.  

 
Amongst literature that suggests the product itself to be responsible for its failure, Davis’ (1989)               
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Rogers’ (1983) Five Elements of Innovation are common             
theories providing an understanding of both the acceptance and the adoption of the innovation. From               
an acceptance perspective, Davis’ model focuses on the individual’s perception of an innovation,             
where the two characteristics identified, the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness, are               
well in line with Rogers’ characteristics relative advantage and complexity. From an adoption             
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perspective, the innovation may be analyzed based on its relative advantage, compatibility,            
complexity, trialability, and observability. Though these characteristics are somewhat criticized for           
being too general, and for the fact that there may be differences in perceptions and ideas among                 
individuals, they provide a good overview of an innovation and the effect the characteristics may               
have on the adoption and are therefore considered important for this thesis. 
 
Amongst researchers who attribute the blame of an innovation’s failure to the consumer is Moore               
(1991), who suggests that consumers have different attitudes towards an innovation and as a              
consequence adopt a technology at different times. Moore suggests that the most significant difference              
in attitude is found between the consumer groups Early Adopters and Early Majority, and is referred                
to as The Chasm. A common reason for innovation failure is the innovator’s deficiency to adapt the                 
value offering to suit the needs of the Early Majority, which are very distinct from those of the Early                   
Adopters. Di Benedetto (2010) suggests that Moore’s model is outdated and while this critique should               
be kept in mind, the model is still considered a helpful framework when analyzing innovation               
adoption. Di Benedetto also criticizes Moore for focusing solely on adoption rate as measurement,              
ignoring profitability. Given the definition this paper assumes of a failed innovation, Moore’s focus              
on adoption rate is however not considered problematic, even though a product’s profitability should              
not be neglected.  
 
Looking at the consumer side of the diffusions of innovations, Rogers (1983) states that the               
consumer’s adoption decision-making is affected by time. Rogers’ Time element includes the five             
steps of adoption: awareness, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation, as well as the             
adoption rate and the characteristics of the five adopter categories. When looking at the characteristics               
it is also important to include the characteristics stated by Fichman (2000) and Mahajan et al. (1990).                 
Rogers theories are often criticized for simplifying the reality. While that may be true, Rogers’ models                
are easy to use and considered to generate valuable insights, and are therefore deemed appropriate to                
utilize when analyzing adoption. 
 
Literature suggesting the developer is responsible for an innovation’s failure mention numerous            
explanatory factors of innovation failure. As this paper focuses on the market, that is an aggregate of                 
suppliers rather than one individual supplier, the most relevant developer characteristics to include in              
the analysis are considered to be; ability to create network effects during early stages of the diffusion                 
process, recognizing consumer needs and realizing those in the product, communicating the value             
generated by an innovation if this value is not recognized by the consumer, and producing an                
innovation that provides benefits that overweigh the cost of adoption. 
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3.4 Theoretical Framework 
As the diffusion prospects of an innovation may be analyzed from different perspectives, the              
theoretical framework stipulated for this thesis will analyze SHT from the three angles of diffusion               
problems presented in section 3.2: Product, Consumer, Developer. The assumed theoretical           
framework is depicted in Figure 10 and will be further explained below.  
 

 

 

 
Figure 10: The theoretical framework developed for the analysis of the gathered results. Diffusion problems 

may be attributed to three categories of explanatory factors; the product, the consumer and the developer. Each 
category will be analyzed by applying different theories. 

 
In this context, SHT and voice control are the products. The products will be analyzed from two                 
perspectives; (1) those who are in the process of accepting the technologies; and (2) those who have                 
adopted the technologies. The product analysis will focus on the users’ perception of SHT and voice                
control. The acceptance of SHT and voice control will be analyzed using an adapted version of Davis’                 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), which will be applied on consumers who have yet to adopt               
the technologies; non-smart home owners. The adoption of SHT and voice control will be evaluated               
using Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation, which will be applied to consumers who have adopted the                
technologies; smart home owners. 
 
Subsequently, the thesis will proceed to analyze SHT from the consumer perspective. The analysis              
will commence by evaluating whether the chasm has been crossed by the smart home and the smart                 
home controlled by voice. Two definitions of the chasm will be assumed; (1) the chasm is located at                  
the 16% adoption rate mark; and (2) the chasm is located between the Early Adopters and the Early                  
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Majority. These definitions are derived from Moore’s model The Chasm. An adapted version of              
Rogers’ Five Steps of Adoption will be utilized to determine whether the chasm, defined to be located                 
between the Early Adopters and the Early Majority, has been crossed. If the analysis concludes the                
chasm remains to be crossed, a comparison of attitude differences between the Early Adopters and the                
Early Majority will be conducted, in order to evaluate current technology’s prospects of crossing the               
chasm.  
 
The developer perspective will be analyzed and evaluated based on the diffusion problems stated in               
section 3.2.3. The analysis will center around whether the developer; (1) is able to realize consumer                
needs; (2) manages to balance costs and benefits; and (3) succeeds at creating network effects.               
Realizing consumer needs evaluate both whether customer value is achieved and if there is a balance                
between cutting-edge technology and usability. If imbalances are found during the analysis of costs              
and benefits, the analysis will proceed by examining the users’ attitudes towards cost and benefits               
based on their income and innovativeness. Network effects will be analyzed based on the users’               
perception of interoperability and automation, using the theory on network effects presented in section              
3.2.3.  
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4 Methodology 
This chapter provides a description of the methodology utilized to answer the research questions of               
this thesis. The chapter consists of four sections. The first section describes the general research               
approach this thesis applies. The second section describes how the primary data was collected              
through interviews and a survey. The third section covers the methodology for the collection of               
secondary data, gathered to obtain initial insights on what adoption barriers exist. The fourth and last                
section describes how the gathered data was analyzed.  

4.1 Research Approach 
As stated in section 1.3, this thesis aims to explore the diffusion prospects for the smart home                 
controlled by voice. In order to evaluate this, three sub-questions were specified; (SRQ1) How far               
along the adoption curve have the technologies reached?; (SRQ2) How is the consumer perception of               
current technologies affecting adoption?; and (SRQ3) What are some of the challenges that remain to               
be solved in order to reach further adoption? 
 
In order to answer the specified sub-questions, a survey was conducted. This as a reliable evaluation                
of the posed questions required a significant amount of responses and Saunders et al. (2009) suggest                
surveys to be an efficient method for collecting large amounts of data. The survey was utilized to                 
evaluate the current adoption rate of SHT, the consumer perceptions of SHT and voice as a mean of                  
control, as well as perceived adoption barriers of SHT. To obtain an initial understanding of the                
consumer perception and challenges of SHT, secondary data was collected on previously identified             
problems and adoption barriers of SHT. In addition, interviews were held with technology experts and               
consumers to obtain a deeper understanding. Based on the technical background in chapter 2, the               
collected secondary data, and the conducted interviews, a questionnaire was designed to evaluate the              
adoption and consumer perception of SHT. The comprehensive methodology of the data collection is              
found in sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
 

 
Figure 11: An overview of the chosen methodology for this paper. 

 
Figure 11 provides an overview of the chosen methodology for this thesis, which after completed data                
collection transcended to focus on analyzing gathered data. The analysis was conducted from three              
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distinct perspectives: the Product, the Consumer, and the Developer, following the theoretical            
framework presented in section 3.4. The analysis from the consumer perspective was conducted to              
answer SRQ1. The product and developer perspectives were combined to answer SRQ2. To answer              
SRQ3, data obtained from previous literature, during interviews, and from the questionnaire were             
analyzed. The technical background in chapter 2 was also referred to for parts of the analysis. The                 
comprehensive methodology of the data analysis will be accounted for in section 4.4.  

4.2 Collection of Primary Data 
For the primary data collection, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods was applied. A               
qualitative approach was deemed appropriate as such research aims at identifying underlying concepts             
and the relationships between them (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). Quantitative research           
methods are characterized by numeric or statistical approaches creating an objective measure of             
reality (Williams, 2007), and was consequently determined an appropriate method to test hypotheses             
generated by the collected qualitative data.  
 
This thesis follows a survey strategy. Interviews were chosen for the collection of qualitative primary               
data as interviews are considered a highly effective way of gathering rich empirical data (Eisenhardt               
and Graebner, 2007). Based on the insights generated by the interviews, a questionnaire was designed               
to gather quantitative primary data to test the early hypotheses. Below follows an explanation of the                
two methods chosen. 

4.2.1 Interviews 
The purpose of conducting interviews was to gain a deeper understanding of the consumer’s thoughts               
and beliefs on both the smart home in general, and voice as a mean of control. This in order to acquire                     
more knowledge of the consumer’s perspective, but also to provide a foundation to base the survey                
on.  
  
Saunders et al. (2009) present several types of interviews and for this thesis, a combination of                
semi-structured and in-depth interviews was found most suitable. These interview types are            
non-standardized and according to Saunders et al. often referred to as qualitative research interviews              
as they provide the possibility to gain qualitative insights into the area of interest. Non-standardized               
interviews were deemed suitable for the purpose of this thesis as; questions may vary from interview                
to interview; the interviewees get to talk freely about events, behavior, and beliefs in relation to the                 
area of interest; and the study includes an exploratory element aiming to understand the reasons               
behind decisions made by research participants.  
  
Interviewees 
According to Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007), the interview objects should contribute with knowledge             
from different perspectives and should, therefore, include both internal and external experts, as well as               
non-experts. In this context, an internal expert is someone who lives in a smart home and therefore                 
can provide knowledge of benefits, disadvantages, and potential adoption barriers of SHT. An             
external expert, on the other hand, is an expert of SHT who does not necessarily live in a smart home.                    
An external expert can provide knowledge of the technology and forecast how the smart home               
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ecosystem might develop. A non-expert has little to no smart home experience and may provide               
insights in what benefits, disadvantages, and barriers a prospective user perceives with SHT.  
  
A total of seven interviews were held with individuals possessing distinct characteristics. Four             
consumers, one non-expert and three internal experts, and three external experts were interviewed.             
The external expert interviewees were chosen due to their extensive knowledge of SHT and speech               
technology. The consumer interviewees were mapped according to Rogers’ five adopter categories,            
explained in section 3.1.2, based on their attitudes towards technology in general and towards SHT               
specifically. One interviewee from each of the five categories, Late Majority and Laggard being              
aggregated to one, was included in the study in order to ensure all consumer perspectives were                
accounted for. Table 1 reports more details on each interviewee, numbered E1 through E3 for the                
external experts, and C followed by an abbreviation of their adopter category for the consumer               
interviewees. 
 

Table 1: An overview of interviewees included in the study. The first three interviewees are experts of SHT or 
speech technology. The remaining four interviewees are consumers, mapped according to Rogers’ five adopter 

categories based on their attitude towards SHT. 

Number Position Characteristics Date Duration 

E1 Researcher at KTH Expert at SHT, does not live in a smart 
home 

2019-04-03 45 min 

E2 Associate Professor 
at KTH 

Expert at speech technology, does not live 
in a smart home  

2019-04-02 45 min 

E3 Research Associate 
at Heriot-Watt Univ.  

Expert at speech technology, does not live 
in a smart home  

2019-03-26 30 min 

C-I Innovator Technology interested, has lived in a smart 
home for 4 years by own interest/choice 

2019-03-22 30 min 

C-EA Early Adopter Technology interested, has lived in a smart 
home for 1 year by own interest/choice 

2019-03-27 30 min 

C-EM Early Majority Has lived in smart home for 7 months, not 
by own interest/choice 

2019-03-21 45 min 

C-LM Late Majority / 
Laggard 

Not interested in SHT, does not live in a 
smart home  

2019-03-24 30 min 

  
Interview Questions 
The interviews centered around: 

● Prior smart home experience  
● Advantages and disadvantages with SHT 
● Risks associated with SHT and speech recognition 
● Advantages and disadvantages of speech recognition and voice control 
● Control of both the traditional home and the smart home 
● Possible reasons for the low adoption of SHT 
● Future prospects of the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice 

 
The questions were tweaked depending on whether the interviewee was an external expert or a               
consumer, but also depending on the interviewee’s prior smart home experience. As recommended by              
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Saunders et al. (2009), open questions were used to a large extent to encourage the participants to                 
provide detailed explanations. Some probing and closed questions were also posed to request a              
particular focus or obtain contextual information.  
 
During the interviews, one of the authors of this thesis posed the questions and the other took detailed                  
notes. As further suggested by Saunders et al., time was allocated to complete the notes into a full set                   
of notes, including contextual data, immediately after each interview. This to avoid potential loss of               
the exact nature of explanations and other points of value.  
 
The interviews were not recorded as Saunders et al. claim this may inhibit some interviewees in their                 
responses and thus reduce reliability. Saunders et al. explain that audio-recording interviews do have              
some advantages; it allows the interviewer to concentrate on questioning and listening; it facilitates an               
accurate and unbiased record; and it allows direct quotes to be used (Saunders et al., 2009). As both                  
authors of this report were present for each interview and as the purpose of the interviews was to                  
provide a general understanding rather than to produce direct quotes, the drawbacks of not              
audio-recording were presumed to have small impact on the results.  
 
Reliability and Validity 
Several researchers state that the reliability and validity of non-standardized research may be more              
difficult to achieve than that of standardized research. For non-standardized research, reliability is             
about whether alternative researchers would reveal similar information (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008;            
Silverman, 2007). However, Marshall and Rossman (1999) state that findings derived from interviews             
may not always be intended to be repeatable since circumstances explored may be complex and               
dynamic, reflecting the reality at the time they are collected. As the situation and area explored in this                  
thesis are highly dynamic and subject to change, Marshall and Rossman’s advice to not let this                
become a concern was followed. 
  
There is also a concern of bias, presented by Saunders et al. (2009), which may be difficult to control                   
for non- or semi-structured interviews. Saunders et al. define interviewer bias as when comments and               
nonverbal behavior of the interviewer have an effect on the way the interviewee responds to the posed                 
question. Interviewer bias also emerges if the interviewer interprets the responses in a way not               
intended by the interviewee. This was dealt with by having both authors of this thesis present for each                  
interview, which mitigated the risk of such bias. Interviewee bias, caused by the interviewee’s              
perceptions of the interviewer, may cause additional problems according to Saunders et al. (2009). To               
deal with this bias, the interviews conducted for this thesis were held in Swedish in order to avoid                  
misinterpretations due to language barriers, and in order to be as natural and non-influential as               
possible. 
  
In order to reach validity for interviews, Saunders et al. advice to pose clear questions and discuss the                  
topics from a variety of angles. This was followed as it is important to be able to infer the meaning the                     
participant intended from the language used. 

4.2.2 Survey 
The purpose of the survey was to test the initial ideas and hypotheses generated from the interviews                 
and the collected secondary data. A questionnaire was utilized as a survey instrument. As each               
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respondent is asked to respond to the same set of questions, questionnaires provide an efficient way of                 
collecting responses from a large sample prior to analysis (Saunders et al., 2009), and was thus                
deemed an appropriate data collection method.  
 
The questionnaire was decided to be self-administered and was distributed over the Internet. This as               
several researchers state online questionnaires to be highly effective when the size of samples required               
for analysis is high, when time and money are sparse, and when there are few field workers on the                   
project (Saunders et al., 2009; Wright, 2005).  
 
Design of the Questionnaire 
The design of a questionnaire has significant influence on the response rate, the reliability and the                
validity of the data. Saunders et al. (2009) therefore state that it is important that a questionnaire has a                   
clear and pleasing layout, is carefully planned, executed and tested, and that the questions are               
carefully designed. In order to gather both insights and quantitative data, the questionnaire consisted              
of both open and closed questions. Three types of data (Dillman, 2007), illustrated in Figure 12, were                 
collected by the questionnaire. 

 
Figure 12: The questionnaire collected three types of data. First data on the respondent’s attributes, secondly 

data on the respondent’s historical behavior and lastly data on the respondent’s opinions on the smart 
home.  

 
As mentioned in section 1.4, the questionnaire target group was families with dependent children, as               
the attitude of the entire Swedish population was presumed too resource consuming to evaluate.              
Families with dependent children were deemed an appropriate respondent group as 5.3 million             
Swedes reside in such households (SCB, 2019), making the results of the questionnaire generalizable              
to a big part of the Swedish population. However, this figure includes children as well, and for this                  
questionnaire, only adults were targeted.  
 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to test the initial hypotheses that spurred from the interviews                
and the collection of secondary data regarding the consumer perception of SHT and perceived              
adoption barriers of SHT. The questionnaire was thus designed based on the results presented in               
section 5.1 through 5.2, as well as on the technical background presented in chapter 2. The questions                 
were written in Swedish as this was presumed to be the first language of the majority of the                  
respondents. Conducting the questionnaire in English risked introducing misinterpretations due to           
language barriers. A translated version of the questionnaire is however presented in Appendix 1. No               
background information was provided to respondents as this could introduce priming effects.  
 
The questionnaire contained seven sections. Section one and two collected attribute data on the              
respondent (age, gender, household size, number of children in the household, household income) and              
behavior data used to map respondents to Rogers’ adopter categories. The respondents were asked to               
provide the number of children living in the household as a control question, so that respondents who                 
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did not fit the required characteristics could be removed from the data set in the subsequent analysis.                 
Section two also contained a basic question on smart home awareness; Do you know what a smart                 
home is? where the response options were; I have a vague idea; I have a good idea; and I have no                     
idea. This question was used to screen respondents. Respondents answering I have no idea were               
screened out and did not continue the questionnaire. This in order to minimize hypothetical response               
biases. All other respondents moved on to section three of the questionnaire.  
 
In section three, respondents encountered the question Do you have any smart devices in your home?                
where response options given were No; I don’t know; Yes, I have one or a few independent smart                  
devices at home; and Yes, I have several interconnected smart devices at home. Respondents who did                
not have any, or did not know if they have any, smart devices at home were sent to section four, while                     
respondents who had smart devices at home were sent to section five. 
 
The questions in sections four and five were similar but angled depending on the reported smart home                 
experience. For example, respondents who did not have any smart devices at home encounter the               
question Why haven’t you chosen to make your home smart?, while respondents who had smart               
devices at home encountered the question Why did you choose to make your home smart? instead. In                 
addition, respondents who had smart devices at home were asked one extra question; What smart               
devices do you have in your home?. This question was included to enable the subsequent analysis of                 
responses in relation to previous experience of smart devices.  
 
Section six of the questionnaire asked about previous VA experience, the preferred mean of control of                
the smart home, attitude towards home automation, and what the respondent values in a smart home                
supplier. The seventh and last section contained a couple of open-ended questions regarding general              
thoughts on the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice. Appendix 1 accounts for all                 
questions and response options included in the questionnaire. 
 
Pilot Study 
Saunders et al. (2009) state that when creating an online questionnaire, it is crucial that the questions                 
are interpreted the way intended by the researcher, and that the respondent’s answers are interpreted               
by the researcher the way intended by the respondent. As the questionnaire was self-administered,              
Saunders et al. further state that every single question has to be easy to understand and low in                  
complexity. To deal with this, a pilot study was conducted to test and refine the questionnaire so that                  
the respondents have no trouble understanding nor answering. A pilot study also enables validity and               
reliability, further examined below.  
 
The initial step of the pilot study was conducted in a face-to-face setting, where two respondents, one                 
expert and one non-expert, got to fill out the questionnaire but also had the opportunity to pose                 
questions on uncertainties. After iterating the questionnaire based on the feedback, it was sent to ten                
test respondents of various ages and with mixed smart home experiences. According to Saunders et al.                
(2009), ten is a sufficient number of respondents for a pilot study of a student questionnaire.  
 
The feedback obtained from the ten test participants mainly concerned the length of the questionnaire,               
which was perceived as tiring. Some test participants also experienced a couple of the response               
options as interchangeable and thus had difficulties choosing between them. This feedback was             
handled by removing the questions that were not absolutely necessary, and by removing some of the                
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response options. A couple of questions were also specified in order to leave no room for                
misinterpretation. A translated version of the final questionnaire can be found in Appendix 1.  
  
Sampling 
As it is impractical to collect data from the entire population, Saunders et al. (2009) suggest that a                  
sample is selected and there are several sampling methods to avoid biases. However, Wright (2005)               
states there are difficulties with sampling when conducting online research as relatively little may be               
known about the characteristics of people in online communities. Some individuals are more likely to               
complete an online questionnaire than others and some people might even conduct the questionnaire              
multiple times, making self-selection bias a potential limitation. As online communities also have a              
constant flow of members entering and leaving, calculating the response rate becomes difficult.             
Wright further states that the above mentioned sampling issues may inhibit the abilities to make               
generalizations, which is important to have in mind when drawing conclusions from collected data. 
 
For this questionnaire, self-selection sampling was used in combination with snowball sampling. The             
questionnaire was distributed via Facebook and LinkedIn, where it was published from the private              
accounts of the two authors of this thesis. The questionnaire was posted on each author’s wall but was                  
also published in a total of 14 Facebook groups. The groups were selected as the majority of the group                   
members were deemed to obtain the required respondent characteristics. The snowball effect was             
achieved when the questionnaire was shared by other people, a phenomenon that occurred both on               
Facebook, LinkedIn and even on Twitter.  
  
The questionnaire was live from 5 April 2019 to 15 April 2019, during which the responses were                 
monitored to ensure an even age and income spread amongst respondents and that a sufficient number                
of responses were gathered. As Saunders et al. (2009) state that the number of samples required to                 
achieve a 95% confidence level and a 5% error rate for a population of more than 1,000,000 is 384,                   
this was the target number for the questionnaire. 
  
Validity and Reliability 
There are several types of validity to have in mind when conducting a questionnaire. Internal validity                
is the ability to measure what was intended to be measured (Saunders et al., 2009), and was dealt with                   
through the pilot study where the respondents gave feedback on the understandability of the              
questionnaire. Besides this, many researchers often refer to content validity, which is to what extent               
the questions in the questionnaire provide adequate coverage to the investigative questions. To             
achieve this Cooper and Schindler (2008) recommend discussing the question with others and through              
a thorough investigation of literature. This was accomplished through the writing of the technical              
background, as well as through the seven interviews held. 
  
Reliability refers to consistency and to whether respondents consistently interpret the questions of the              
questionnaire the way intended by the researcher. It also refers to the concern of being able to produce                  
consistent findings over time and conditions (Saunders et al., 2009). To deal with these concerns, the                
area of research was thoroughly analyzed and the questionnaire was well tested before distribution. It               
should, however, be noted that the questionnaire aimed at investigating the current consumer attitude              
towards the smart home controlled by voice. Consequently, as attitudes are in constant change, both               
due to the development of the individual and the surrounding environment, it is not probable that the                 
questionnaire would obtain the exact same result if conducted in the future.  
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4.3 Collection of Secondary Data 
The primary purpose of including secondary data among items presented in chapter 5 was to               
streamline the primary data collection. Identifying adoption barriers and other challenges of SHT             
previously presented by literature enabled a more efficient analysis. This as drawing upon others’              
work freed up time to study the area of interest more closely. 
 
Including secondary data also offered additional advantages as secondary data is likely to be of higher                
quality than could be obtained by collecting primary data (Stewart and Kamins, 1993), the data source                
is usually permanent and available in a form that may be scrutinized by others (Denscombe, 2007),                
and it allows the researcher to place findings within a more general context (Saunders et al., 2009).  
 
The secondary data was collected in qualitative form and was used to form initial hypotheses               
regarding problem areas of SHT to guide the design of the interview questions. Including secondary               
data also allowed subsequent comparison and validation of findings obtained from collected primary             
data. Collected secondary data comprised previously identified advantages, disadvantages, and risks           
of SHT, as well as adoption barriers of SHT.  
 
Possible risks of including secondary data are that secondary data have been collected for a specific                
purpose that differs from the objectives of the researcher (Denscombe, 2007), and that this initial               
purpose may affect how data is presented (Stewart and Kamins, 1993). To counter this, the purpose,                
methodology, and results of potential secondary data sources were inspected in order to evaluate the               
overall suitability before inclusion in the paper. The potential secondary data sources were identified              
using search engines such as Google, Google Scholar, and ScienceDirect and located data sources              
were scrutinized in order to evaluate their trustworthiness before inclusion in the paper. For journals,               
the source quality was judged by the number of citations in combination with the publication date. As                 
for data obtained from other sources than journals, the validity of the source was judged by evaluating                 
the publicating organization’s credibility. Well established news organizations and well reputed           
consulting firms were considered trustworthy sources.  

4.4 Data Analysis 
The analysis was guided by the theoretical framework derived from literature, presented in section              
3.4. When applying such an approach to research, assumed propositions still need to be tested with                
rigor, for example by seeking negative examples and alternative explanations that do not confirm the               
theoretical propositions (Saunders et al., 2009). This to avoid premature closure on issues of              
investigation (Bryman, 1988). Such bias tried to be minimized by actively questioning the nature of               
relationships and other findings. Definitions assumed for the analysis are found in Appendix 2. 
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4.4.1 Analysis of Primary Data 
Interview Data 
As the interview data was of a more complex, non-standardized nature, it was studied using a                
qualitative approach. Each interview was summarized with the intention of creating key takeaways             
that could subsequently be compared to the takeaways from the other interviews. Kvale’s (1996)              
method of compressing long statements into briefer statements, in which the main sense of what the                
interviewee said is rephrased, was practiced. The purpose of this analysis was to identify hypotheses               
of consumer perception and adoption barriers of SHT. The analysis thus relied on the researchers’               
interpretations to some extent, which however should not be interpreted as implying less analytical              
rigor (Coffey and Atkinson 1996; Tesch 1990). To minimize the introduction of potential bias during               
this process, both authors of this paper conducted this summarizing independently whereafter the             
outcomes were contrasted.  
 
Questionnaire Data 
Before analyzing the questionnaire data, the dataset was cleaned. This process included; removing             
respondents who did not fulfill the target group criteria by not residing with at least one dependent                 
child; removing respondents who generated faulty data sequences by not reading the questions clearly;              
removing illegal entries to the question What smart devices do you have at home?; and re-labeling text                 
answers that were provided instead of choosing a predefined alternative in sections four and five of                
the questionnaire. The majority of the text answers provided in section four or five were paraphrasings                
of predefined alternatives and could thus be labeled as one of the predefined alternative. When this                
was not possible, the answer was re-labeled to a category called Other. 
 
The cleaned data set mainly contained descriptive data, which was analyzed with a qualitative              
approach in order to explore relationships and trends. A variety of techniques were used, resulting in                
findings displayed in the form of tables and diagrams. Microsoft Excel was used for the analysis of                 
the questionnaire data, and Microsoft PowerPoint was utilized to illustrate results and gained insights.              
The analysis followed the exploratory data analysis approach introduced by Tukey (1977). The aim of               
Tukey’s method is to explore and understand the data and to let the data guide the choice of analysis                   
techniques. An exploratory approach introduces flexibility into the analysis and allows inclusion of             
unplanned analyses of new findings (Saunders et al., 2009). This was deemed fitting given the               
criticism towards analysis guided by a theoretical framework presented at the beginning of section              
4.4, as Tukey’s method formalizes the practice of looking for other relationships than the research was                
originally intended to assess. 
 
To be able to draw conclusions from the non-numeric data collected in sections two and seven of the                  
questionnaire, this data was categorized. The categories were derived by reading all text answers and               
identifying central themes. As the creation of categories was guided by the objectives of this paper,                
another researcher, with different objectives, could be expected to derive other labels from the same               
data (Dey, 1993). The data was subsequently assigned to the appropriate categories. After the initial               
categorization, data within each category was examined more closely to ensure all units assigned to a                
category followed the central theme. Data items that deviated from the central theme of the category                
were reassigned to a more suitable category. When needed, a new label was added to the set of                  
categories. This process was iterated until all data items were assigned to a category deemed suitable.                
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When the categorization was finished, the data was quantified in order to display frequencies and               
other interesting relations. 

4.4.2 Analysis of Secondary Data 
The challenges and adoption barriers previously identified by literature, presented in section 5.1, were              
mainly utilized to compare and contrast findings from collected primary data. As SHT is a global                
phenomenon, and all western smart home markets have fairly similar market conditions, the             
secondary data served as a mean of validation for adoption barriers and problem areas identified by                
the conducted interviews and the questionnaire.  
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5 Findings 
This chapter accounts for the results gathered as part of this thesis. The chapter consists of three                 
sections. The first section provides an overview of the challenges and adoption barriers of smart home                
technology previously identified by literature. The second section of this chapter contains the             
empirical data collected during interviews. The third and last section accounts for the empirical data               
collected by the questionnaire.  

5.1 Challenges in Adoption 
The adoption of the smart home relies on prospective users perceiving clear benefits, as well as                
acceptable levels of risk (Wilson et al., 2017). Today, many consumers still do not understand the                
value proposition of smart devices, while the Early Adopters face significant pain points in the               
interoperability of different devices (Ahuja and Patel, 2018). Early Adopters are said to play an               
important role in the diffusion process as they seed the market growth by testing innovations and                
thereafter communicate their benefits and functionality to the majority (Wilson et al., 2017). Drawing              
on this, it could be argued that identifying challenges perceived by consumers and other adoption               
barriers are of high importance for the diffusion prospects of SHT.  
 
Literature identifies lack of interoperability as a major adoption barrier for SHT (Balta-Ozkan et al.,               
2013; Ali and Yosuf, 2018; Harbor Research, 2016), posing a challenge to the functionality and               
therefore the appeal of, demand for, and delivery of, smart home services (Perumal et al., 2011, 2008).                 
More specifically, the interoperability problem refers to the fact that device manufacturers favor             
different communication protocols which implies that devices have difficulties communicating with           
one another within the smart home (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013). This impacts the user experience               
negatively, as the user experience of one device is disturbed by the disjointed experience of the smart                 
home system as a whole (Harbor Research, 2016). Recent literature suggests two solutions to this               
issue; (1) the adoption of universal standards for communications protocols for smart home devices;              
or (2) the development of a gateway - a central node that connects and acts as an interpreter between                   
the different smart devices and their protocols (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013). Ali and Yosuf (2018)               
forecast that only when the smart home ecosystem provides a fluid experience across vendors and               
devices, the conditions will be in place for explosive growth. 
 
In addition, literature suggests that a technology that requires users to change their routines may be                
regarded as more bother than it is worth (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013). It has been suggested that the user                   
should not have to develop technical skills in order to set-up, use, control or troubleshoot a smart                 
home system (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013; Harbor Research, 2016). Ali and Yosuf (2018) also identified               
finding the balance between cutting-edge technology and usability as key, as what is possible is not                
always what is best for consumers - especially if it adds too much complexity. A consequence of this                  
is however that the complexity of services that such a smart home could realistically provide might be                 
limited (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2013).  
 
Wilson et al. (2017) studied the perceived benefits and risks of SHT among UK homeowners. While                
the participants regarded saving energy, time, and money, as well as making domestic life less               
effortful, as potential benefits of a smart home, respondents also identified several risks. The most               
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significant risks identified were increased dependency on technology, increased dependency on           2

electricity networks, that smart home technologies are non-essential luxuries, increased dependence           
on outside experts, household members becoming lazy, and having private activities monitored.            
Wilson et al. (2017) further discovered that ensuring that SHT is controllable, reliable and easy-to-use               
could help mitigate these perceived risks and consequently build consumer confidence.  
 
Balta-Ozkan et al. (2013) analyzed social barriers for the development of the smart home market in                
the UK in 2013 and revealed several concerns and potential barriers for adoption: 

● Loss of control and apathy - study participants saw losing daily household routines, a lack of                
movement and exercise, and becoming lazy as potential concerns  

● Reliability - study participants were concerned about what would happen if things went wrong              
within the smart home  

● Viewing SHT as divisive, exclusive or irrelevant - study participants were concerned not all              
social groups would benefit from SHT  

● Privacy - study participants raised concern regarding private data reaching third parties, and             
the potential risk of one’s smart home being hacked into  

● Cost - study participants worried about the costs associated with SHT, not only cost of               
installation but also eventual costs of repair and maintenance  

5.2 Results from Interviews 
Below follows a summary of the primary data collected through interviews as part of the pre-study. 
For complete results, please refer to Appendix 3.  
 
Advantages of the Smart Home 
Several interviewees stated that SHT is especially beneficial for the elderly and people with              
disabilities. In addition, several people mentioned saving resources as a possible benefit of SHT. As               
the residents may monitor and control the home, reduction of energy consumption, environmental             
effects, and costs are enabled. Some interviewees believe that monitoring and controlling the home              
may have a positive effect on people behavior. The ability to control the home remotely was also                 
mentioned as an advantage of SHT, as it increases the feeling of control and safety. Though SHT may                  
also contribute to increased comfort, some interviewees claimed future benefits of SHT to be small.               
Several interviewees mentioned the possibility of making the home more automatic as a major              
advantage.  
 
Disadvantages of the Smart Home 
Several interviewees mentioned they do not like the idea of a system constantly monitoring and               
listening to the home environment. In addition, the difficulty to install and set up SHT was mentioned                 
as a disadvantage, as the knowledge and/or technology interest required to succeed at this task is not                 
found in every person. Further on, all devices have their own controller which has a negative impact                 
on the user experience. Some interviewees also stated that they experience the technology to work               
poorly sometimes.   

2 More than 50% of participants regarded these phenomenons as potential risks with smart home technologies  
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Risks Associated with the Smart Home 
Several interviewees mentioned the potential integrity risk and the risk of data misuse that may result                
from the adoption of SHT. Some of the interviewees stressed their worry about unauthorized              
monitoring of their home. Malfunctioning devices was also mentioned as a risk with SHT, as this may                 
have severe consequences depending on what device malfunctions.  
 
Attitude Towards Voice Control 
Among the interviewees, the attitude towards voice control of SHT varied. Amongst those who live in                
smart homes today, voice control was stated as an appreciated and frequently used mean of control for                 
the home environment. Interviewees not living in smart homes were more skeptical towards voice              
control. Interviewee E2, however, stated that voice interaction is habitual, and forecasts that the next               
generation will be more comfortable with it.  
 
All interviewees agreed voice interaction is beneficial in some situations, such as when you have your                
hands busy, for the elderly, and for people with disabilities, limiting their possibility to control the                
home environment manually. In general, the interviewees claimed to be more comfortable using voice              
control in private environments such as their home. Public spaces, or when you have guests over at                 
your house, were mentioned as environments where voice control is less suitable. Interviewee C-LM              
also stated the risk of disturbing cohabitants as a drawback of voice control.  
 
An additional problem that was stated with this mean of control is that it could be difficult to know                   
what actions the system is able to perform and what commands the VA has understood. Knowing                
what you want without seeing it could also be troublesome according to interviewee C-LM, who               
exemplified with wanting to listen to a specific song but not knowing the name of the song, and thus                   
having difficulties communicating the request to the VA.  
 
According to several interviewees, voice control does not always work as expected. Several             
interviewees also stated that their VA understands better if they speak English instead of Swedish. A                
problem with current speech recognition technology that was mentioned is that one cannot speak              
freely - special commands must be used when instructing the VA as it lacks contextual understanding.                
This could have a negative effect on the seamless feeling one may anticipate. Interviewee E2 claimed                
that communicating with a VA will never be like talking to a real human.  
 
However, several interviewees stated that voice control also has advantages, such a being a              
time-efficient way to communicate compared to typing. Further on, interviewee E2 suggested almost             
anyone can talk to a VA, as there is no learning curve. The fact that VAs work as integrators of                    
different devices and offers the possibility to set up pre-defined routines was mentioned as an               
advantage among interviewees who live in smart homes. Interviewee C-I also stated that the use of                
VAs means that one does not always have to carry one’s phone in order to accomplish tasks which is                   
an appreciated feature of voice control. Interviewee C-I also mentioned that having several possible              
means of control for devices might get complicated.  
 
The interviewees stated the fact that voice control only works locally in the home implies that the                 
future mean of controlling the smart home will be a phone application or some other communication                
channel that one can bring outside the home. Several interviewees claimed they prefer using a phone                
application over voice control. In the future, several interviewees, however, believe that speech             
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recognition technology will be built into all systems, but interviewee C-I does not believe it will drive                 
adoption.  
 
Suggested Reasons for Low Adoption of SHT 
When asked about possible reasons for the low adoption of SHT, the interviewees mentioned the               
potential adoption barriers listed in Table 3 below. 
 

Table 3: Overview of adoption barriers identified during interviews. Ranked in decreasing frequency. 

Adoption Barrier Description Mentioned by: 

SHT is difficult to install Current SHT has to be bought and installed by the 
homeowner, a process that usually requires a level of prior 
knowledge and interest that many people lack. In addition, 
there are few experts to help. 

E1, E2, E3, 
C-I, C-EA 

SHT is expensive Compared to traditional devices, SHT is perceived as more 
expensive. 

E1, E2, C-I, 
C-EA, C-LM 

SHT lacks 
purpose/function 

Today’s manual controls are easy to use, and as current SHT 
lacks clear purpose, only technology interested generally 
perceive any value with the technology. This especially in 
relation to the higher price of SHT compared to traditional 
devices. Consumers need to see benefits in experience, 
economy, and comfort. 

E1, E2, C-I, 
C-EM, C-LM 

Lack of interoperability Currently, there exist many different ecosystems which make it 
difficult for consumers to choose what devices to adopt. This 
especially as devices from different manufacturers are difficult 
to integrate, causing lock-in effects for consumers. 

E1, E2, C-EA 

Personal lack of 
knowledge of SHT 

As there are numerous devices from different manufacturers 
communicating over distinct protocols, it is difficult for 
consumers to get an overview of what is offered on the 
market. As a consequence, the potential benefits of SHT are 
difficult to understand for consumers. 

E2, C-EA, 
C-LM 

SHT lacks support for 
local language 

SHT, and especially VAs, do not perform as well when the 
user speaks Swedish as it does for English speaking users. 

E2 

Risk of data misuse SHT may create possibilities for several actors to misuse 
gathered data. 

E1 

 
Additional Takeaways 
All interviewees with a deeper knowledge within the area stressed the lack of interoperability as a                
significant adoption barrier. There is a demand for integrating platforms among the interviewees, and              
according to interviewee E1, the winners will be companies handling a majority of, or all, protocols.                
Several interviewees stated there is no real purpose of stand-alone devices, instead, the value emerges               
when devices are integrated. Several interviewees stated that in order to realize the vision of an                
integrating platform, the technology needs to be more standardized but still flexible enough to enable               
personalization.  
 
Several interviewees claimed that the future smart home is likely to be automated, meaning that little                
action will be needed from residents to control the home environment. Several interviewees explained              
that if you need to take an action in order to complete a task, it does not matter if you press a button,                       
speak a command or use an application as value is created when tasks are performed automatically.                
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Interviewee E1 stated that this level of automation is five years away in smart buildings, and possibly                 
ten years away to become mainstream. Several interviewees believe that smartness will be built in per                
default in new buildings, and that personalization will be possible in the future.  
 
Some interviewees stated that voice control will be a winning concept of communicating within the               
smart home, but as voice control only works locally, it is likely that an integrating platform will take                  
the shape of a phone application to enable remote control. Interviewee E2 stated that VAs may                
function as adoption enablers for other smart devices by increasing acceptance. However, several             
interviewees stated SHT of today to be fun but not necessary, meaning it mainly attracts the                
technology interested. Several interviewees stated that within the home, comfort is most important,             
but if costs are reduced it is an advantage. Interviewee C-LM associated SHT with the risk of people                  
getting lazy.  

5.3 Results from Questionnaire 
In total, 499 respondents answered the questionnaire. Respondents who did not fulfill the target group               
criteria by not residing with at least one dependent child, as well as respondents who generated faulty                 
data sequences by not reading the questions clearly, were removed from the dataset. The final dataset                
comprised of 477 respondents. 
 

 
Figure 13: Above pie charts show the demographic factors of the survey respondents. From top left: Age, 

Gender, Annual household income, Total household size, Number of children in the household. 
 

As seen in Figure 13, the demographic information of the respondents shows a quite even distribution                
of age. The distribution of household income is heavier towards the higher income categories, with the                
household income category <250,000 SEK only consisting of two respondents. The gender            
distribution shows that a majority (72%) of the respondents were women. The most frequent              
household type was four-person households, comprising of two adults and two children.  
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Figure 14: Distribution of the respondents’ earlier technology adoption, with bars showing the respondents of 

the survey and the orange numbers at the bottom displaying Rogers’ distribution of the adopter categories. 
 
The distribution of respondents’ technical characteristics roughly follows Rogers’ bell curve           
distribution of the adopter categories. However, Early Adopters were heavily overrepresented, and            
Early Majority and Laggards were slightly underrepresented, see Figure 14. 
 
Below follows a summary of the results retrieved from the survey, divided into four parts; Smart                
home awareness and adoption, Attitude towards smart home technology, Control of the smart home,              
and What customers value in their smart home supplier.  
 
Smart Home Awareness and Adoption 

 
Figure 15: The pie chart to the left shows the smart home awareness among respondents. The pie chart to the 

right shows the respondents’ prior experience of using VAs. 
 

As illustrated in the left chart of Figure 15, 85% (408) of the respondents are familiar with the smart                   
home as a concept, and 33% have a good idea of what a smart home is. These 408 respondents                   
continued with the questionnaire. For the 69 respondents who were not familiar with the smart home                
as a concept, the questionnaire was terminated after section two. Refer to Appendix 1 for the                
questionnaire design. Of the respondents familiar with the smart home as a concept, 82% had tried                
using a VA and 28% stated they use it regularly, illustrated in the right chart of Figure 15. 
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Figure 16: Above charts show the extent of smart device adoption and what smart devices are most popular 

among respondents. 

 
Figure 17: The bar chart to the left shows the reasons smart home owners chose to make their homes smart. The 

bar chart to the right shows the reasons why non-smart home owners have not made their homes smart. 
 

As the left chart of Figure 16 illustrates, 58% (239) of the respondents who are familiar with the smart                   
home concept have at least one smart device at home, and 26% have several connected smart devices                 
at home. These 239 respondents are considered to live in a smart home and are below identified as                  
smart home owners. According to the survey, the most frequently stated reason smart home owners               
have chosen to make their homes smart is because it made their everyday life easier or solved a                  
problem. Many smart home owners also state increased comfort and the joy of trying new technology                
as important factors, see the left chart in Figure 17. The three most popular devices among smart                 
home owners are smart lights, smart speakers and smart alarms, see the right chart in Figure 16. 
 
The left chart of Figure 16 shows that 41% (169) of the respondents state that they do not have any                    
smart devices, or that they do not know if they have any smart devices at home. These are considered                   
to not live in a smart home and are below identified as non-smart home owners. The most common                  
reason for not making their home smart is that they do not think it is worth the money. Other major                    
reasons are that they do not see what purpose the devices would fill and that they do not know enough                    
about it, see the right chart in Figure 17. 
 
Attitude Towards Smart Home Technology 
When asking the respondents what benefits they want to obtain from the adoption of SHT, both smart                 
home owners and non-smart home owners expect to gain increased comfort and safety from adopting               
SHT. The smart home owners want automation to a greater extent than the non-smart home owners                
who prioritize lowered monthly expenses higher, see Figure 18 below. 
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Figure 18: For Smart home owners to the left and Non-smart home owners to the right: the most important 

benefits the respondents expect to gain from the adoption of SHT. Each respondent could pick a maximum of 
three parameters.  

 
The question above had a text answer alternative as well. Text answers that could not be categorized                 
into any of the existing categories were assigned the label Other. This category includes text answers                
mentioning resource efficiency and time efficiency. 
 

 

 
Figure 19: For smart home owners at the top and non-smart home owners at the bottom; The bar chart to the 
left shows respondent attitude towards SHT, ranging from Disagree to Totally agree, on five assumptions. The 
bar chart to the right shows respondent attitude on six assumptions on what would make them make their home 

smarter, also ranging from Disagree to Totally agree. 
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72% of the smart home owners and 85% of the non-smart home owners, have answered Totally agree                 
or Agree to a large extent to whether they consider SHT to be expensive. Looking at whether the                  
technology is difficult to use and install, the majority of both the smart home owners and the                 
non-smart home owners state they do not agree with the statement. A majority of the smart home                 
owners and a small majority of the non-smart home owners do not consider the technology to lack                 
purpose or to be uncomfortable from a privacy perspective, see the left half of Figure 19. 
 
Out of the parameters investigated in this survey, cheaper technology and more reliability are key               
parameters for respondents to make their homes smarter. 67% of the non-smart home owners also               
stress the importance of devices becoming more purposeful, compared to 42% of the smart home               
owners, see the right half Figure 19. 
 
Control of the Smart Home 

 
Figure 20: Top left bar chart shows to what extent respondents think it is important that their smart home can 
be controlled through one interface, ranging from Not at all to A requirement. The top right bar chart shows to 
what extent respondents want their future home to be automated, ranging from Not at all to A requirement. The 

bottom bar chart shows how the respondents want to control their smart home, taking a stand to four 
alternatives on a scale ranging from Disagree to Totally agree. 

 
As displayed in the top left chart of Figure 20, a majority (63%) of the respondents have chosen                  
alternative 5 or 4 as to how important they think it is that the smart home can be controlled through                    
one single interface. Where 5 states that it is a requirement and one single interface refers to the ability                   
of controlling the home through for example one phone application or one VA service. 
 
A majority (56%) of the respondents want their future homes to be automated, choosing the               
alternative 5 or 4 on the scale, where 5 refers to being a requirement. 28% are neutral to having their                    
home automated in the future. See the top right chart of Figure 20. 
 
As a mean of control for the smart home, the respondents consider phone applications as the most                 
attractive alternative, where 85% Totally agree or Agree to a large extent to phone applications being                
demanded as a mean of control. The second most popular mean of control, according to the                
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respondents, is having a physical unit in the home such as a monitor or remote control, where 60%                  
agree. The traditional manual mean of control reached 51% agreement followed by voice assistants              
where 40% of the respondents agree to wanting to use this mean of control. The bottom chart of                  
Figure 20 illustrates respondents’ attitudes to all evaluated means of control. 
 
What Customers Value in their Smart Home Supplier 

 
Figure 21: Bar chart of what the respondents value in a smart home supplier. Response options ranging from 

Not important at all to Very important on ten parameters. 
 

The survey also investigated what respondents value when choosing smart home supplier, see Figure              
21. Results show that a strong majority of the respondents primarily value safety. This as 95% state                 
the importance of products feeling safe; 92% think it is important that they trust the supplier; and 87%                  
stress the importance of knowing how their collected data is handled. Where the percentage consists               
of respondents answering Very important or Pretty important to the above stated security-related             
parameters. In addition to safety, a strong majority (88%) of the respondents stress the importance of                
being able to connect and integrate devices from different suppliers and demand an interface that is                
neat and easy to use (88%). 
 
Categorization of Text Answers 
The questionnaire also gathered qualitative data in the form of text answers. This data was categorized                
according to the methodology described in section 4.4.1. Answering the first text answer question,              
What comes to mind when you hear “smart home”? was mandatory. Therefore, this question received               
477 answers. Responding to the two text answer questions at the end of the questionnaire was                
voluntary and as a consequence, the question Do you have any additional thoughts on the smart home                 
that you want to share with us? received 95 answers, while Do you have any additional thoughts on                  
voice control of the smart home that you want to share with us? obtained 84 responses. The                 
categorization of all text answers is presented in Figure 22 below.  
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Figure 22: The top bar chart illustrates the results after the categorization of text answers to the questionnaire 

question What comes to mind when you hear “smart home”?. The bottom left bar chart presents the 
categorization of text answers to the question Do you have any additional thoughts on the smart home that you 
want to share with us?, while the bottom right bar chart displays the category distribution of text answers to the 

question Do you have any additional thoughts on voice control of the smart home that you want to share with 
us?. 

  
It is evident from the top chart in Figure 22 that respondents have different ideas of the smart home.                   
The most common association was control, followed by smart devices and home connectivity.             
Automation and benefits created by the smart home followed as the third and fourth most frequent                
categories. In general, the respondents showed an interpretation of the smart home that is well in line                 
with the definition assumed by this paper. The vast majority of the respondents had neutral or positive                 
associations to the smart home as only 4% of the text answers regarded problems, risks or                
disadvantages created by SHT. 4% of the text answers were deemed irrelevant due to a lack of                 
knowledge or effort from the respondent. 
 
The final section of the questionnaire provided respondents with the opportunity to share additional              
thoughts on the smart home respectively voice control of the smart home. About one-fifth of the                
answers collected by these questions were deemed irrelevant given the scope of this paper. The               
remaining text answers revealed suggestions for future improvements, but also currently experienced            
problems, risks, and disadvantages with both the smart home and voice control of the smart home.                
Some respondents also provided general opinions on the market or the technology that could not be                
established as either solutions oriented nor problem descriptive, thus these were assigned to the              
neutral category General Reflections.  
 
For the smart home, the most common improvement suggestions were increased device            
interoperability, improved security and reliability, more transparency regarding data handling, and a            
clearer purpose with the technology such as minimizing environmental effects. Some frequently            
mentioned problems, risks, and disadvantages were current lack of purpose with the technology,             
worries about privacy and integrity, and difficulties of use. 
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For voice control of the smart home, the most frequently mentioned problems, risks, and              
disadvantages were worry about unauthorized surveillance, privacy and integrity issues, and           
insufficient speech recognition accuracy. Frequent improvement suggestions for the voice control           
technology were improved accuracy for the Swedish language and its different dialects, as well as the                
development of a parent control solution that limits children’s ability to change settings within the               
home. 13% of the text answers commented whether voice was preferred as mean of control in the                 
smart home, whereof all agreed that voice would not be suitable as the only mean of control. 
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6 The Diffusion of Smart Home Technology 
This chapter provides an analysis of the gathered results and consists of four sections. The first                
section presents the analysis conducted from the perspective of the product, including both the              
acceptance and adoption of smart home technology. The second section describes the consumer             
perspective and starts by establishing the adoption rate of smart home technology, and subsequently              
evaluates whether the chasm has been crossed. The third section provides the analysis conducted              
from a developer perspective, containing reasoning on customer value, the balance between            
cutting-edge technology and usability, the balance between the costs and benefits of smart home              
technology, as well as the network effects of smart home technology. The fourth and last section                
compares adoption barriers identified in literature, during interviews, and by the questionnaire. The             
analysis follows the theoretical framework presented in section 3.4 and is also based on the technical                
background presented in chapter 2. For definitions assumed for analysis, see Appendix 2. 

6.1 Product 
The product analysis is divided into two parts, one utilizing the Technology Acceptance Model to               
focus on non-smart home owners, and one using Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation to focus on                
smart home owners, but also applying the technical background in chapter 2. The survey respondents’               
attitudes towards the product depend on their innovativeness, the distribution of which is illustrated in               
Figure 23. 

 
Figure 23: The distribution of adopter categories among the two respondent groups non-smart home owners 

and smart home owners. 
 

As seen in the chart of Figure 23, the innovativeness is higher among the smart home owners than                  
among the non-smart home owners. Early Adopters is the biggest adopter category among smart home               
owners, while Late Majority is the biggest adopter category among non-smart home owners. 
 
Technology Acceptance Model: Non-Smart Home Owners 
To evaluate the acceptance of the technologies within the smart home and the smart home controlled                
by voice, the Perceived Ease of Use and the Perceived Usefulness were analyzed for the non-smart                
home owners of both the survey and the interviews. 
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Perceived Ease of Use 

 
Figure 24: The bar chart illustrates the perceived ease of use based on the difficulty of using and installing the 
technology, distributed over the adopter categories, where the percentages show to what level the respondents 

in each category agree to the statement. 
 

The potential barriers found in literature as well as during the interviews state that one big problem                 
with today’s SHT is that it is difficult to both use and install if you have multiple devices. However,                   
as illustrated in Figure 24, 86% of the non-smart home owners do not think that the technology seems                  
difficult to use, with all adopter categories showing quite the same attitude. The total number for                
non-smart home owners who think that SHT is not difficult to install is 66% with Early Adopters                 
claiming installation is less difficult than the average respondent. It is, however, important to note that                
the non-smart home owners do not have any smart devices at home, hence installation and usage may                 
be more difficult than they perceive it to be. 
 
Regarding the smart home controlled by voice, it was stated during the interviews with non-smart               
home owners that using voice control is perceived as both easy and difficult. Interviewee E2 states                
that there is no learning curve as you only need your own voice to speak commands. Consequently, it                  
is possible for people of all ages to use VAs. Voice control is however also perceived as difficult by                   
some as it may be troublesome to know what commands were understood by the VA. Interviewee E3                 
stated that voice control does not always work as intended and that one needs to speak in a certain                   
way that the VA can understand, as the VAs of today cannot understand freely spoken commands.                
Interviewee C-LM stated the problem of having to know exactly what you want by heart, in order to                  
tell it to the VA. 
 
Perceived Usefulness 
As illustrated in the left chart of Figure 25, 53% of the respondents perceive SHT as purposeful. The                  
Early Majority perceive SHT as more useful than the average respondent does. Looking at the               
interviews conducted, interviewee E1 stated that SHT seems useful as it creates the possibility of               
controlling your home remotely, and both interviewee E1 and C-LM state that it may also increase                
comfort and resource efficiency - making the everyday life of the smart home inhabitants easier,               
hence increasing their performance.  
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Figure 25: Bar chart to the left: The perceived usefulness distributed over the adopter categories, where the 
percentages show to what extent the respondents in each category agree the technology do not lack purpose. 

Bar chart to the right: The preferred mean of control for the smart home distributed over the adopter 
categories, where the percentages show to what extent the respondents in each category agree to the presented 

means of control. 
 
Section 2.3 and the conducted interviews shed light on both advantages and disadvantages with voice               
control in relation to increasing user performance. As stated in section 2.3.2 and by interviewee E2,                
speaking is faster than writing, hence making commands through voice may increase the performance              
of the smart home inhabitant. Interviewee E3 highlights the benefits of using voice control when you                
have your hands busy, as well as it may increase performance, several interviewees state the benefit                
that voice control may ease the everyday life of the elderly and for people with disabilities. However,                 
the interviewees also state the problem of not knowing what commands the VA understood as well as                 
only being able to control devices locally. Also, the fact that you need to say things out loud may be a                     
decrease in performance according to interviewee C-LM, as it may disturb other inhabitants and feel               
uncomfortable. Several interviewees further state that the VA does not always understand your             
commands. 76% of the non-smart home owners have tried using a VA of which 15% use a VA                  
regularly. However, they do not prefer VAs as a mean of control for the smart home, as illustrated in                   
the right chart of Figure 25. The Early Majority prefer voice control to a larger extent than the average                   
respondent and all other categories. The manual control is however still preferred over voice as a                
mean of control among all adopter categories.  
 
Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation: Smart Home Owners 
To evaluate the adoption of the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice, Rogers’ Five                 
Elements of Innovation were analyzed for the smart home owners of the survey and the interviews. 
 
Relative Advantage 
As illustrated in the chart of Figure 26, current smart home owners do not perceive the SHT to lack                   
purpose, and the technology becoming more purposeful would have limited impact on their             
willingness to make their home smarter. Hence, smart home owners consider SHT to have a relative                
advantage. The only adopter group who thinks that the technology does lack purpose is the Laggards                
who think that the technology needs to have a clearer purpose to increase their adoption. Examination                
of the Laggards’ text answers on what they think about SHT yield that they question the durability of                  
the products as well as the security and safety of the devices, though they have smart devices at home                   
such as smart lights, locks, alarms, speakers, and VAs. 
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Figure 26: The relative advantage distributed over the adopter categories, where the percentages show to what 
extent the respondents in each category agree the technology do not lack purpose and to wanting the technology 

to become more purposeful. 
 
Looking at the smart home controlled by voice, there is some relative advantage on actions compared                
to the traditional manual mean of control, according to the conducted interviews and as stated in                
section 2.3 As stated in section 2.3.2, speaking a command may be faster than making the same action                  
manually, and several interviewees state that voice control creates the possibility of speaking             
commands when you have your hands full. However, the relative advantage is only greater when the                
smart home actually works and sometimes manual control is superior. When comparing voice control              
to manually controlling your devices, the average smart home owner of the survey prefers voice               
control. However, as seen in Figure 27, the Innovators think that it is more important that the smart                  
home may be controlled manually than by voice, and the Laggards do not want voice at all. 
 

 
Figure 27: The preferred mean of control for the smart home distributed over the adopter categories, showing 
the respondents that answered Totally agree or Agree to a large extent on using the different means of control. 

 
Compatibility 
The text answers retrieved from the smart home owners of the survey state the importance of new                 
smart devices working with current devices, which is not always the case proving a lack of                
compatibility. As the VA does not always understand your commands, many interviewees state that              
the VA does not always live up to their expectations, leading to lower compatibility as well.  
 
According to the survey results, the three most important benefits that the smart home owners expect                
to get from adopting SHT are; increased comfort, increased automation, and increased safety. Looking              
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at how these needs and expectations correlate with the respondents’ thoughts on technology and              
worries regarding the technology, the following may be found for Comfort, Automation, and Safety. 
 

 
Figure 28: The compatibility of comfort is based on the respondents aim to get increased comfort from the smart 
home, put in relation to respondents who chose to make their homes smart as it made their everyday life easier 
and increased comfort. All distributed over the adopter categories where the percentages show to what extent 

the respondents in each category agree to the statements. 
 

Increased comfort and an easier everyday life is the goal of the smart home and it is clear that this is                     
also one of the needs of the respondents, with the Innovator and Late Majority thinking it is more                  
important than the average respondent, as illustrated in Figure 28. A majority chose to make their                
homes smart as it would make their everyday life easier, showing compatibility between the              
innovation and the consumer needs and expectations. The Innovator and the Early Adopter agree to a                
greater extent than the average respondent that it made their life easier, while the Late Majority agrees                 
to a lower extent and rather made their home smart as it increased comfort. Though 95% of the Late                   
Majority state that they want their smart home to increase comfort, only 43% of them state it as the                   
reason behind making their home smart. 
 

 
Figure 29: The compatibility of automation is based on the respondents aim to get increased automation from 
the smart home, put in relation to respondents requiring interoperability between devices. All distributed over 

the adopter categories where the percentages show to what extent the respondents in each category agree to the 
statements. 

 
As illustrated in Figure 29, almost half of the smart home owners want their home to be automated,                  
with the Innovators and Early Majority wanting it to a greater extent than the average consumer.                
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Interoperability between devices is a prerequisite for the automated home, hence the demand for              
interoperability was analyzed when examining automation. Though only half the respondents want            
increased automation, a strong majority demand interoperability between devices and the fact that the              
current interoperability is low, results in lower compatibility. 
 

 
Figure 30: The compatibility of safety is based on the respondents aim to get increased safety from the smart 

home, put in relation to respondents who chose to make their homes smart as it increased safety as well as how 
worried the respondents are about the privacy perspective of SHT. All distributed over the adopter categories 

where the percentages show to what extent the respondents in each category agree to the statements. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 30, 44% of the smart home owners want the smart home to increase their                  
safety, with the Innovator, Early Majority and Laggard pushing for it to a greater extent than the                 
average smart home owner respondent. These three adopter categories also show, to a greater extent               
than the average respondents, that they made their home smart to increase safety. Among the smart                
home owners, only 23% are worried about the privacy perspective of SHT, with the Innovator, the                
Late Majority and the Laggards being more worried than the average respondent. This seems to be the                 
most important parameter for the Laggards as they want safety, made their homes smart to increase                
safety and also worry about safety to a greater extent than others. 
 
Complexity 
As stated in section 2.1, the smart home ecosystem is of complex nature, with low interoperability                
between devices and with several brand-ecosystems within the smart home ecosystem. This is             
highlighted as one of the biggest barriers according to both the literature and the interviews. Also, the                 
interviewees being smart home owners stress the complexity of connecting and controlling multiple             
devices. The complexity of the ecosystem and its currently low interoperability is a barrier that is                
highlighted by both experts and current users in the interviews.  
 
Though the conducted interviews stress the complexity of the technology as a major barrier, the               
results from the questionnaire show that 78% of the respondents do not consider SHT difficult to use                 
and 67% state that it is not difficult to install, see Figure 31.  
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Figure 31: The complexity is based on the respondents' attitude towards the smart home technology being 

difficult to use and install. Distributed over the adopter categories where the percentages show to what extent 
the respondents in each category agree to technology being difficult to use and install. 

 
Looking at what devices the respondents who answered Disagree to the technology being difficult to               
install own, 41% of the smart home owners have one or a few devices with smart speakers being the                   
most popular device. Hence they might not know how difficult it is to integrate and connect other                 
devices. 59% of smart home owners have stated that they have several interconnected smart devices at                
home, with smart speakers, smart lights and VAs being the most popular devices. However, a majority                
of the later belong to the adopter categories Innovator and Early Adopter. As these categories have                
higher innovativeness, they have an interest in technology and are generally more tech-savvy than the               
regular adopter hence installation and use is likely to be easier for them. 
 
Regarding the smart home controlled by voice, voice is quite easy to use with relatively low                
complexity. However, several smart home owners that were interviewed stressed that VA interaction             
requires the usage of specific commands which adds some complexity. As stated in both section 2.3.1                
and the interviews, VAs may, however, make the ecosystem less complex by providing             
interoperability, as they support multiple devices and enables control through one single interface. 
 
Trialability 
As no specific data was gathered from the smart home owners in regards to the trialability of SHT, the                   
following analysis is made from a general perspective. The trialability of SHT is relatively low, as                
trying the technology and making use of its benefits requires buying devices or trying them at a                 
friends house. Though just trying the devices does not give you all the benefits that come with a smart                   
home, it may seed interest and thereby also future acceptance and adoption.  
 
Looking at the smart home controlled by voice and the use of VAs, there is a higher level of                   
trialability as a majority of today’s smartphones and several car models come with a VA. 87% of the                  
smart home owners have tried using a VA, of which 46% use one regularly. The VA was also one of                    
the most popular devices among these respondents.  
 
Observability 
As no specific data was gathered from the smart home owners in regards to the observability of SHT                  
and voice control, the following analysis is made from a general perspective. The observability of               
SHT is generally quite low as it is only observable from within the home. Though the observability of                  
the technology is low, 85% of the survey respondents have an idea of what the concept of the smart                   
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home technology is as well as opinions about the technology, hence there must be observability to                
some extent. Looking at the smart home controlled by voice, observability is higher as the spoken                
commands and performed actions may be seen and experienced by other people in the room. 
 
As the aim of the smart home is to make the everyday life easier for the inhabitants of a smart home,                     
the SHT will probably be more observable when the home develops to become what it is aimed to be -                    
more automatic and smarter, saving time for the inhabitants.  

6.2 Consumer 
The consumer’s perception of SHT was analyzed utilizing Rogers’ Time pillar in combination with              
Moore’s theory The Chasm. The respondents were divided into Rogers’ adopter categories based on              
their innovativeness for the analysis. 
 
Adoption Rate of Smart Home Technology 
Analysis of the questionnaire results yielded that 50% of the respondents have at least one smart                
device at home, and were thus determined to be residing in smart homes. 20% of the respondents                 
stated they have a VA at home and were thus considered to live in a smart home with voice control                    
possibilities. The observed adoption rates were mapped according to Rogers’ adoption curve, as             
displayed in Figure 32 below.  
 

 
Figure 32: The adoption rate of the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice, mapped to Rogers’ 

adoption curve.  
 
As Figure 32 illustrates, both the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice have surpassed                 
the chasm as defined by Moore - located at the 16% adoption rate mark, between the Early Adopters                  
and the Early Majority. 
 
Rogers’ Five Steps of Adoption 
The advancement of each adopter category along the adapted version of Rogers’ Five Steps of               
Adoption was determined for the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice respectively. A                
step was considered completed if 75% of the respondents within each adopter category fulfilled the               
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criteria defined for each step, accounted for in Appendix 2. The results of the analysis are illustrated in                  
Figures 33 and 34 below.  
 

 
Figure 33: Each consumer group’s advancement along Rogers’ five steps of adoption for the smart home. 

Colored arrows indicate step completion, which was defined as 75% of the group members fulfilling established 
criteria. Hatch pattern illustrates that more than 50% of the group members have fulfilled the established 

criteria. 
 

 
Figure 34: Each consumer group’s advancement along Rogers’ five steps of adoption for the smart home 

controlled by voice. Colored arrows indicate step completion, which was defined as 75% of the group members 
fulfilling established criteria. Hatch pattern illustrates that more than 50% of the group members have fulfilled 

the established criteria. 
 

It is evident that the smart home has advanced further along Rogers’ scale than the smart home                 
controlled by voice, which is only known by the most innovative adopter categories. Voice as a mean                 
of control is however on the uprise, 69% of the Innovators and 50% of the Early Adopters are at step                    
three, Decision, for the smart home controlled by voice.  
 
Regarding the smart home, 73% of the Early Adopters are at step five, Confirmation, while 55% of                 
the Early Majority have reached the Decision step. Drawing on these figures, it could be argued that                 
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SHT has been adopted by the majority of the Early Adopters, and has started to spread to the Early                   
Majority who are still evaluating whether to adopt the technology. These figures indicate the chasm               
might yet be uncrossed.  
 
Attitude Differences Between the Early Adopters and the Early Majority 
According to Moore, the chasm origins from the fact that there is a significant distinction between                
what the Early Adopters and the Early Majority expect from an innovation. In order to explore this                 
phenomenon for SHT, a comparison was conducted of the attitude differences between these two              
adopter categories.  
 
As illustrated in the left chart of Figure 35, the Early Adopters are in general more positive towards                  
SHT than the Early Majority. The most significant difference in attitude captured by this question is                
that the Early Majority considers SHT to be considerably more difficult to install than the Early                
Adopters do. Other evaluated parameters do not disclose any significant differences. 

 

 
Figure 35: The left bar chart illustrates the general opinion of SHT among the Early Adopters and the Early 
Majority. The right bar chart displays the adopter groups’ willingness to make their home smarter given a 

change of some parameters. 
 
The right chart of Figure 35 follows a similar pattern, where the Early Majority agrees to a larger                  
extent than the Early Adopters that indicated change would lead to increased personal adoption of               
SHT. The Early Majority would like to witness a development that provides SHT with a clearer                
purpose and makes the technology more reliable. The most significant difference between the Early              
Adopters and the Early Majority is again related to the installation of SHT, as the Early Majority are                  
notably more positive towards SHT becoming easier to install, and towards obtaining help with              
installing SHT. 
 
Both the Early Adopters and the Early Majority consider increased comfort to be the most important                
deliverable of a smart home. Of the additional parameters evaluated, all presented in Figure 36 below,                
the Early Adopters are overrepresented on increased automation and technical joy, while the Early              
Majority values increased safety and lowered monthly expenses to a larger extent than the Early               
Adopters.  
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Figure 36: A comparison of what the Early Adopters and the Early Majority expect to obtain from the smart 

home. Percentages add to more than 100 as respondents could choose up to three options. 
 
A final comparison was conducted between the Early Adopters and the Early Majority, this time of                
the reasoning behind why non-smart home owners have not chosen to make their homes smart, and of                 
the motivation for smart home owners to make their homes smart. The results are illustrated in Figure                 
37 below. Both adopter categories agree the most dominant reasons they have not yet adopted SHT to                 
be the technology lacking purpose, lack of knowledge and an imbalance between adoption benefits              
and costs. The intermutual frequencies of these parameters are however reversed for the Early              
Majority, among who 40% do not consider SHT worth the money. Among smart home owners, the                
most common explanation as to why they made their home smart is that SHT solved a problem or                  
made their everyday life easier. The Early Adopters are heavily overrepresented when it comes to the                
joy of trying new technology as a motivational factor. The Early Majority agree to a larger extent than                  
the Early Adopters that increased safety was behind their adoption of SHT.  
 

 
Figure 37: The left bar chart shows the reasoning behind not making the home smart yet, among the 

respondents who do not live in smart homes. The right bar chart presents the motivation behind making the 
home smart among the respondents who live in smart homes. Values add to more than 100 as respondents could 

choose several options. 
 

To summarize, the comparison of the Early Adopters’ and the Early Majority’s attitudes towards SHT               
show that the attitude of the respondents are well in line with the definitions Rogers stipulated for the                  
adopter categories regarding their personalities and values.  
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6.3 Developer 
The developer perspective of SHT was analyzed looking at the balance between cutting-edge             
technology and usability, the balance between adoption benefits and costs, as well as whether network               
effects are created. Respondents were divided into smart home owners and non-smart home owners,              
and into income groups and adopter categories for a deeper analysis. 
 
The Balance Between Cutting-Edge Technology and Usability 
The most important role of the developer is to create products that the consumer wants and needs,                 
making them wanting to adopt the product. Whether SHT creates value or not for the consumer differs                 
depending on who is asked. 85% of the smart home owners and 53% of the non-smart home owners                  
think that SHT has a purpose, see Figure 38. 
 

 
Figure 38: The left bar chart shows the respondents attitude towards the usability of SHT. The bar chart to the 

right shows the respondents attitude towards different means of control. Both charts show a total and the 
distribution over the smart and non-smart home owners, where the percentage show to what extent the 

respondents agree. 
 
The technology is perceived as useful by the majority of both the non-smart home owners and the                 
smart home owners, though the smart home owners agree to a greater extent than the non-smart home                 
owners. Looking at whether the technology is easy to install and use, the categories agree to almost                 
the same extent indicating high usability. For SHT controlled by voice however, using voice to               
control the home is only preferred by half of the smart home owners while the non-smart home                 
owners prefer manual control. The fact that voice is currently growing to become a major mean of                 
control, though only 40% of the respondents want to be able to control their home by voice, indicate                  
that the technology seems to have been developed focusing on cutting edge technology rather than               
usability. 
 
The Balance Between Adoption Costs and Benefits 
Though only 28% of the respondents state that SHT lacks purpose, 52% would make their home                
smarter if the technology was more purposeful. This in combination with the fact that 77% of the                 
respondents think that the technology is too expensive, with 71% stating that they would make their                
home smarter if the technology was cheaper, stress the fact that there is an imbalance between the                 
costs of making your home smart and the accompanying benefits. 
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The cost of making your home smart does not only include the cost of buying the smart devices, but                   
also the costs of adopting the technology such as installation and usage. The benefits of the                
technology hence need to make up for both the cost of acquiring and the cost of adopting SHT.  
 
Looking at smart home owners in relation to non-smart home owners, there are differences in the                
groups’ perceptions of whether SHT lacks purpose, is expensive, is difficult to install and is difficult                
to use, see Figure 39. 
 

 
Figure 39: The bar chart to the left shows the respondents’ perception of four statements regarding SHT. The 

bar chart to the right shows the respondents’ attitude on four statements regarding what would make them make 
their homes smarter. Both charts show the distribution over the smart and non-smart home owners, where the 

percentage show to what extent the respondents agree. 
 

A majority of both groups state that the technology is expensive and that they would make their                 
homes smarter if the technology was cheaper. Though the two groups are quite alike in their opinions                 
on the smart home and the statements presented in the above figure, there is a major gap in the                   
opinion whether SHT lacks purpose or not, where almost 50% of the non-smart home owners claim                
that to be the case. 
 
The smart home owners do not think that the technology lacks purpose, nor that the costs of adoption                  
are too high. However, they state that SHT is expensive, implying an imbalance between the purpose                
and costs of buying the technology. Though they want all parameters to be improved to make their                 
homes smarter, the cost of purchasing is still the highest parameter being higher than that of the                 
non-smart home owners. 
 
The non-smart home owners think that the technology lacks purpose, is expensive and difficult to               
install to a greater extent than the smart home owners. Technology becoming cheaper is however as                
important for them as the technology becoming more purposeful. 

 
In order to further investigate where the imbalances may lie, an analysis of whether there are                
differences in perception among different household income categories, and among different adopter            
categories, was made.  
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Distribution over Household income 

 
Figure 40: The bar chart at the top: Cost vs Benefits based on the respondents’ perception of the smart home. 
The bar chart at the bottom: The respondents' attitudes on what would make them make their home smarter. 

Both distributed over the Household income categories, where the percentages show to what level the 
respondents in each category agree to the statement. 

 
The lowest income group, <250,000 SEK/year, was removed during the analysis as it only consisted               
of two respondents, causing unreliable results and difficulties when analyzing. 
 
As seen in Figure 40, the breakdown on household income did not disclose any interesting patterns                
except for that the two lower income groups are more price sensitive than the average respondent,                
stating that SHT is expensive and that they would make their home smarter if the technology was                 
cheaper. The highest income group shows a lower price sensitivity than the average respondent. The               
respondents who did not want to disclose their household income show more fluctuating attitudes than               
the average respondent. However, no analysis could be made on this data. 
 
Distribution over Adopter Categories 
Compared to the breakdown over household income illustrated and analyzed above, the breakdown             
over adopter categories shows greater differences. As illustrated in the top chart of Figure 41, the less                 
innovative the respondent is the lower is the perceived purpose of SHT. Except for the Innovators, a                 
majority within each adopter category perceive the technology to be expensive. The Innovators also              
think that the technology is more difficult to install than the average respondent. As all the Innovators                 
are smart home owners and all stating that they have several connected devices, they probably know                
the complexity of connecting devices to a greater extent than the average respondent or the respondent                
who only have one device. 
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Figure 41: The bar chart at the top: Cost vs Benefits based on the respondents’ perception of the smart home. 
The bar chart at the bottom: The respondents' attitudes on what would make them make their home smarter. 

Both distributed over the Adopter categories, where the percentages show to what level the respondents in each 
category agree to the statement. 

 
However, all adopter categories want SHT to obtain more purpose, and become cheaper, easier to               
install and easier to use, as illustrated in the bottom chart of Figure 41. The innovators deviate from                  
this pattern to some extent, as a lower cost of acquisition and easier installation will not drive adoption                  
to the same extent as for average respondent.  
 
Ability to Create Network Effects 
If the developer is able to create network effects for smart home owners possessing several devices, it                 
can increase the adoption. Network effects are created if devices can communicate with each other               
and perform tasks automatically. As stated in section 2.1.3, the barriers found in literature, and the                
interviews - the lack of interoperability between devices is a problem. This problem affects the               
network effects that may be created. 
 
Looking at the respondents who have several devices at home, being 26% of the respondents; 68% of                 
them want to be able to control their home through one single interface; 92% of them stress the                  
importance of being able to integrate devices from different manufacturers; and 83% of them want               
their future home to be automated, which is not possible if the devices lack interoperability. 
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6.4 Adoption Barriers 
The adoption barriers identified in literature, during interviews, and by the questionnaire were             
compared. The result is presented in Table 3.  
  
Table 3: An overview of the adoption barriers identified in literature, interviews and the questionnaire. Factors 
within the orange square were evaluated as adoption barriers by the questionnaire. The share of questionnaire 

respondents who acknowledged each factor as an adoption barrier is displayed in the rightmost column. A 
factor was considered an adoption barrier if it was acknowledged by 40% of respondents, refer to Appendix 2 

for further explanation. 

 
 
Three adoption barriers were acknowledged by all three sources; (1) SHT is expensive; (2) SHT is                
difficult to install; and (3) SHT lacks purpose or function. The questionnaire also identified a fourth                
adoption barrier, also acknowledged by literature; (4) SHT is perceived as unreliable. While roughly              
one-third of the questionnaire respondents believed SHTs to be difficult to use and to introduce the                
risk of data misuse, this was not enough to qualify these factors as adoption barriers, given the                 
definition presented in Appendix 2.  
 
The lack of interoperability was stressed as a major adoption barrier in literature and was frequently                
mentioned as a barrier hindering adoption during the interviews. While this factor was not explicitly               
evaluated as an adoption barrier by the questionnaire, 88% of respondents state the possibility to               
interconnect devices from different manufacturers to be Very important or Pretty important when             
choosing smart home supplier. Further on, 63% of respondents grade the importance of being able to                
control the smart home through one single interface as a 5 or 4 on a scale from 1 to 5. This data could                       
be interpreted as consumer demand for device interoperability. Such demand was also identified in the               
text answers collected at the end of the questionnaire, where several respondents stressed the need for                
interoperability. Further on, 60% of the respondents believe it to be Very important or Pretty               
important that their smart home obtains many functions. To realistically enable this, devices from              
different manufacturers will need to communicate with each other.  
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Four adoption barriers identified in literature were neither acknowledged during interviews or tested             
by the questionnaire; (1) Increased dependency on technology and electricity networks; (2) Increased             
dependency on outside experts; (3) Risk of losing control or becoming lazy; and (4) Viewing SHT as                 
divisive, exclusive or irrelevant. Scrutinization of collected questionnaire data yield insights that            
contradict barrier (2) and (3). 36% of the respondents claim they would make their home smarter if                 
they obtained installation help, suggesting an increased dependence on outside experts might not be a               
significant worry among Swedish families with dependent children. Barrier (3) was acknowledged by             
interviewee C-LM, but the questionnaire data shows that when adopting SHT, 74% expect to obtain               
increased comfort and 38% to gain increased control, indicating that losing control or becoming lazy               
as a consequence of adopting SHT is not a worry among respondents. While barrier (4) was not                 
explicitly evaluated by the questionnaire, results from the interviews indicate this barrier might exist              
among Swedes as well. Three out of seven interviewees, being interviewee E2, C-EA, and C-LM,               
specifically mentioned that SHT is advantageous for elderly or disabled persons. This could indicate              
that consumers more easily can imagine the benefits of SHT for certain social groups.  
 
The interviewees also suggested a lack of knowledge and a lack of support for the Swedish language                 
as adoption barriers. While these factors were not explicitly tested as adoption barriers by the               
questionnaire, results indicate these factors may be problem areas. While 85% of respondents are              
familiar with smart homes as a concept, 30% of non-smart home residents claim lack of knowledge to                 
be the reason they have not adopted SHT. Several respondents also used the text answers at the end of                   
the questionnaire to mention that speech recognition accuracy needs to improve for the Swedish              
language and its different dialects. Lack of support for local languages was not identified as an                
adoption barrier in literature, but considering the majority of research in this field has been conducted                
in English speaking countries, this does not contradict that lack of support for local languages could                
be a problem.  
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7 Discussion 
This chapter contains a discussion of the areas covered in this thesis and consists of five sections. The                  
first section discusses the product perspective of smart home technology. The second section accounts              
for the consumer perspective, while the third section addresses the developer perspective of smart              
home technology. The fourth section discusses the adoption barriers identified throughout this thesis.             
The fifth and last section provides thoughts on the smart homes of the future. 

7.1 Product 
The Acceptance Among Non-Smart Home Owners 
Looking at the breakdown of adopter categories among non-smart home owners, the distribution is              
heavy towards the right end with Late Majority being the largest adopter group. This indicates lower                
innovativeness and though all respondents have an idea of what the smart home is, only 15% of the                  
non-smart home owners state they have a good idea. This indicates lower knowledge and is hence                
affecting the attitudes observed among the respondents.  
 
Perceived Ease of Use 
Though the literature and interviews claimed SHT to be difficult to install and sometimes also to use,                 
this is not reflected in the non-smart home owners’ responses to the survey. However, as they do not                  
have any smart devices at home, they may not be aware of the difficulties that installing and using                  
SHT may imply. But as they state that they perceive the technology to be both easy to use and easy to                     
install, the perceived ease of use for SHT is high according to non-smart home owners.  
 
Looking at the smart home controlled by voice, voice control is easy to use when it works. Though                  
interviews state that voice control has no learning curve, the user must speak in a certain way in order                   
for the VA to understand the commands. The fact that the user must know what to say and how to say                     
it in order for the VA to understand what the user wants, implies that the perceived ease of use is                    
lower for SHT controlled by voice as it is not as efficient and free of effort as it is supposed to be. 
 
Perceived Usefulness  
As only half of the non-smart home owners perceive SHT has a purpose or function, the perceived                 
usefulness is low according to this group. Though some interviewees and current smart home owners               
state that they perceive many benefits with SHT leading to improved performance, the non-smart              
home owners do not recognize these benefits, indicating that the purpose of SHT is either too small or                  
too difficult to perceive. 

 
In terms of the smart home controlled by voice, voice control has some advantages over manual                
control that could increase the users’ performance. This as it is more efficient in some cases and                 
creates the possibility to complete multiple tasks at the same time. However, though a strong majority                
of the non-smart home owners have tried using a VA, they do not prefer voice over manual control                  
and the perceived usefulness among these respondents is hence low. 
 
To summarize the acceptance of SHT among non-smart home owners, the consumer does not think               
that the technology seems neither difficult to use nor difficult to install, but they cannot see how the                  
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technology would increase their performance. This indicates that the perceived usefulness is lower             
than the perceived ease of use. As the non-smart home owners do not have any smart devices, their                  
idea that SHT is not purposeful may be due to a lack of knowledge or due to benefits not being                    
observable enough. 
 
The Adoption Among Smart Home Owners 
For smart home owners, the distribution of respondents over the adopter categories is heavy towards               
the left end with Early Adopters being the largest adopter group, indicating a higher innovativeness               
than that of the non-smart home owners. The fact that 55% of the respondents in this group state that                   
they have a good idea of what the smart home is, also indicates that this respondent group has greater                   
knowledge within SHT, hence the responses are affected in another way than that of the non-smart                
home owners.  
 
Relative Advantage 
According to the smart home owners, SHT does have a clear purpose and a clearer purpose is only the                   
third most frequent answer to what would make them make their homes smarter (technology              
becoming cheaper and technology becoming more reliable is more important). Hence, the smart home              
owners perceive that SHT has a relative advantage compared to earlier technologies and this element               
is therefore not considered to hinder the adoption of SHT among smart home owners. 
 
Looking at the smart home controlled by voice the thesis showed that the technology has some                
relative advantage over manual control, such as being faster and advantageous when the users have               
their hands busy. Though being more efficient in several situations, voice control is not more               
beneficial in all situations. A majority states voice control to be a more preferred mean of control than                  
manual control, but further states that there are other means of control that are superior. 
 
Compatibility 
Looking at the three most important benefits smart home owners expect to obtain when making their                
homes smarter, increased comfort, automation and security, the compatibility between the           
expectations of the respondents and the reality of SHT varies. The comfort and security parameters               
are achieved while automation is not. Interoperability between devices is crucial for making the home               
automated and the lack of interoperability, further examined in section 7.4, is stressed as a major                
problem area for smart home adoption in both the literature and during the interviews. Compatibility               
also implies that the new technology must work with the rest of the home and this is something that is                    
highlighted in both the interviews and the survey as a bit of a worry.  
 
For the smart home controlled by voice, the compatibility is relatively low as the VAs do not always                  
perform according to expectations. Today’s VAs require the user to speak in a certain way to                
understand the user and though a majority have tested voice control, few respondents want to use it as                  
a mean of control for the smart home, hence resulting in low compatibility. 
 
As stated in section 2.1, increased comfort and making the everyday life of the inhabitants easier are                 
two aims of SHT. As these expectations are not completely fulfilled by today’s technology, SHT               
reaches low compatibility in some aspects. This element has a crucial effect on the adoption as a                 
product that does not live up to the users’ expectations will not be recommended, diffused and                
adopted by others. 
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Complexity 
The complexity of the smart home ecosystem has throughout the thesis been stressed as a major                
problem for SHT adoption and development. However, the results analyzed for the smart home              
owners state that they do not see this as a problem as they neither think SHT is difficult to use nor to                      
install. As the general innovativeness of this group is higher than that of the average respondent, the                 
fact that they do not perceive the technology to be complex could be because most of the smart home                   
owners are more tech-savvy and knowledgeable than the average respondent. This is true for some of                
the respondents, but definitely not for all. The fact that even the Laggards in this group state that they                   
agree to SHT being low in complexity show that all respondents might not know how complex the                 
ecosystem actually is. In addition, respondents might be unwilling to admit that the technologies are               
difficult and complex. However, the fact that respondents do not think that SHT is complex shows                
that it is not the complexity of SHT that hinders the adoption. 
 
For voice control, VAs are said to decrease the complexity of the ecosystem by acting as integrators,                 
connecting devices and making both installation and use easier. This in combination with the fact that                
using voice control is relatively easy, makes the complexity lower. 
 
Trialability 
As no specific data was gathered from the smart home owners in regards to the trialability of SHT, the                   
following discussion takes a general focus. The trialability of SHT is low and it may be discussed                 
whether a higher trialability would increase adoption. A majority of the smart home owners see clear                
benefits with the technology, hence trialability might not increase adoption for this group. However,              
an increased trialability could improve the non-smart home owners acceptance and adoption of SHT              
as the possibility to try devices could make benefits more visible and increase the perceived               
usefulness. 
 
The trialability of voice control is high, being available in both smartphones and many car models,                
creating the possibility to try the benefits in an environment where the technology may be useful. This                 
trialability has most likely increased adoption and could be one of the reasons VAs are one of the                  
most popular devices among the respondents of the survey. However, trialability of a product is only                
beneficial when it provides the user with a good experience and though VAs have high trialability                
with the majority of the respondents having tried one, the respondents still do not prefer voice as the                  
primary mean of control.  
 
Observability 
As no specific data was gathered from the smart home owners in regards to the observability of SHT                  
and voice control, the following discussion takes a general focus. A strong majority of all survey                
respondents know about the smart home concept, despite observability being quite low as the benefits               
of SHT may primarily be seen within the home. Today, it is not possible to observe the benefits of the                    
smart home externally but if the smart home becomes what it is aimed to when it comes to making the                    
home more time and resource efficient, the observability will be increased. Increasing observability of              
both SHT and SHT controlled by voice would probably increase adoption. Maybe not to the current                
smart home owners who already see the purpose, but to the non-smart home owners who state that                 
they do not really see the benefits. 
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7.2 Consumer 
The survey conducted as part of this master thesis project yielded an adoption rate of 50% for SHT                  
among respondents. If generalized to all Swedish families with dependent children, and given that              
families with dependent children constitute 52% of the Swedish population, an adoption rate of 26%               
is achieved for the Swedish population. This figure is well in line with Statista’s estimated household                
penetration rate at 26% stated in section 2.1.2. However, this figure also indicates that adoption might                
be slightly higher than suggested by Statista as some of the households without dependent children are                
likely to be smart. The higher adoption rate measured by the questionnaire might be attributed to the                 
relative innovativeness of families with dependent children being higher than that of the entire              
population. 84% of the respondents were younger than 50 years old and could thus be expected to be                  
more tech-savvy than the older generations. In addition, adults in households with dependent children              
may be influenced by their children’s curiosity on new technology.  
 
Whether the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice have crossed the chasm depends on                 
what definition of the chasm is utilized. Assuming the chasm is located at the 16% adoption rate mark,                  
the analysis conducted shows both the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice has                
crossed the chasm. Assuming the chasm is located between the adopter categories Early Adopters and               
Early Majority, neither the smart home nor the smart home controlled by voice have crossed the                
chasm. This as SHT has been adopted by the majority of the Early Adopters, and has only started to                   
become known to the Early Majority who are still evaluating whether to adopt the technology.               
Consequently, SHT could be assumed to currently be in the process of crossing the chasm and is thus                  
in a critical period of time. Developers need to adapt the value proposition of their products to meet                  
the demand of the Early Majority in order to cross the chasm, as the two adopter categories have                  
differing expectations. 
 
In general, the Early Adopters are more positive towards SHT than the Early Majority. The Early                
Majority has more difficulties perceiving a value with the technology in relation to its cost. This is an                  
important equation for developers to solve, either by increasing the experienced value or by              
decreasing the cost of SHT. This discussion will be further developed in section 7.3. A common                
adoption incentive among the Early Adopters is the joy of trying new technology. This might explain                
how the technology has managed to reach an adoption rate of 50%, in spite of consumers having                 
difficulties understanding the purpose of the technology. As the majority of the Early Adopters have               
already adopted SHT, this phenomenon can no longer be exploited. 
 
The adoption of the smart home controlled by voice is less advanced. The analysis concluded that                
only the most innovative adopter categories, the Innovators and the Early Adopters, have fulfilled the               
awareness step. Thus, the smart home controlled by voice has not reached the chasm yet, it is still                  
diffusing in the pre-market. This might imply that the technology has time to mature, and as the                 
pre-market does not require innovations to function flawlessly, it might not be as critical as one might                 
think that speech recognition technology still has relatively low accuracy rates for the Swedish              
language. However, figures indicate that the adoption is advancing, which implies that voice as a               
mean of control is in the process of reaching the Early Majority. Consequently, it might become                
important that the technology manages to meet the expectations of the mass market in the near future.  
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7.3 Developer 
As the most important role of the developer is to create products that the consumer wants to adopt, it                   
is crucial that the consumer understands the products’ value and purpose. There is an important               
balance between cutting-edge technology and usability. While the attention of consumers with high             
innovativeness is caught by focusing on cutting-edge technology, high usability is what will make              
consumers with lower innovativeness adopt the products. Whether SHT is considered purposeful            
differs between the smart home owners and the non-smart home owners, and the balance between               
cutting edge-technology and usability seems a bit off looking at the average respondent. Looking at               
SHT and SHT controlled by voice it seems that development has focused on cutting-edge technology               
rather than usability and it is important that the development of the technology moves towards               
creating value for the user, solving their problems and managing their needs, in order to reach greater                 
adoption. What is possible to create for the developers is not always what is best for the user. Products                   
controlled by voice offer cutting-edge technology rather than usability, as voice control is not the               
mean of control that is most convenient for the customer.  
 
Looking at the balance between benefits gained by adopting SHT and the costs of acquiring and                
adopting SHT, it is mainly the cost of acquiring the technology that creates an imbalance. However, it                 
is important to keep in mind that respondents might have differing opinions of what is expensive. In                 
addition, respondents will have had different smart devices in mind when evaluating the cost of SHT                
which will have an impact as devices vary greatly in price as mentioned in section 2.1.1. Analysis of                  
responses distributed over household income found imbalances between the lower and the highest             
income categories. The highest income category does not see the cost of acquisition as a problem to                 
the same extent as the average respondent, while the lowest income category sees it as a reason for not                   
making their homes smarter. The analysis also yields that the less innovative a respondent is, the more                 
difficulties the respondent has to perceive the purpose with SHT. This could increase the imbalance               
between adoption benefits and acquisition costs further.  
 
The literature stated that the developer may create network effects to increase adoption. By letting the                
users improve the performance of their smart home by adding more smart devices, network effects               
may be created and further on lead to higher adoption levels. However, the network effects that could                 
be achieved by SHT is decelerated by the problem of interoperability between devices and SHT of                
today does not create network effects for neither the developer nor the user. 
 
To summarize, there are imbalances that need to be handled by the developer, most importantly in                
creating customer value and making the user understand the benefits of SHT. As the technology of                
today does not create enough benefits to be worth the cost, technology must either become cheaper to                 
be able to keep current benefits, or the technology must create greater benefits that the customer will                 
be willing to pay for. 
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7.4 Adoption Barriers 
The adoption barriers identified by this thesis have also been identified in literature, which indicates               
the identified adoption barriers are generalizable to a bigger context than Swedish families with              
dependent children.  
 
As stressed throughout the thesis, the lack of interoperability is a major challenge within today’s smart                
home ecosystem. The lack of interoperability is likely to be a contributing factor to the rise of several                  
other adoption barriers, such as SHT being difficult to install, difficult to use, and to some extent that                  
SHT lacks purpose. If the interoperability problem is solved, the above stated barriers are likely to be                 
settled automatically. As devices become seamlessly integrated, ease of use and installation could be              
expected to increase. There is also reason to anticipate a growth in the perceived purpose of SHT as                  
devices become integrated. This as several interviewees stated that the value of SHT emerges when               
devices are integrated and thus can be included in automatic routines.  
 
Until the interoperability problem is solved, the adoption barriers identified by this thesis are likely to                
persist. This especially as smart homes become smarter. The more advanced smart devices become,              
and as the number of interconnections between devices grows, the more complex the technology will               
become to handle. This is likely to become an adoption barrier in itself - a resistance rising from the                   
fact that the smarter the home becomes, the more challenging the technology becomes to install, use                
and support. 
 
Consumers also found SHT to be expensive and unreliable. In addition, worry about data misuse was                
identified. These problems are however less likely to be solved by resolving the interoperability issue.               
Instead, they should be addressed separately.  
 
The perception of SHT as expensive could be tackled by altering the balance between adoption               
benefits and costs, as discussed in section 7.3. Lack of reliability is vaguer and it is difficult to                  
conclude what consumers have in mind when assessing reliability. To reduce the impact worry of data                
misuse has on the adoption of SHT, transparency could be increased regarding how generated data is                
collected and handled. A development that could harm the adoption of SHT would, however, be if                
collected personal data was to be misused or exploited.  
 
The low accuracy rates of VAs for the Swedish language was suggested as an adoption barrier during                 
interviews and among text answers collected by the questionnaire. As discussed in section 7.2, this               
might however not be an urgent issue as voice as a mean of control is still diffusing in the pre-market,                    
where performance is not necessarily a decisive factor for adoption.  
 
Several interviewees also suggested the lack of knowledge to be a potential adoption barrier of SHT.                
While the questionnaire did not explicitly evaluate this as a barrier, results indicate that lack of                
knowledge might be a problem area. In addition, lack of knowledge is likely to be a contributing                 
factor to the perceived lack of purpose with SHT. This implies raising the general awareness of SHT                 
might have a positive effect on the future adoption prospects of SHT.   
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7.5 The Future Smart Home 
The long-term aim of the smart home is to improve the everyday life and well-being of its residents.                  
In order to realize this vision, future development will most likely center around three aspects;               
automation, interoperability and several means of control, further examined below. 
 
Through automation, the aim of the smart home may be maximized and the future of the smart home                  
does most likely include automated routines and actions rather than having to control all devices               
separately. Both the interviews and the questionnaire highlight automation as the future, with the              
majority of the survey respondents demanding a higher level of home automation in the future. For                
current smart home owners, the percentage demanding automation is, however, more than double             
compared to non-smart home owners.  
 
In order to enable home automation, the interoperability problem must be solved. This thesis agrees               
with previous literature that the interoperability problem is likely to be solved through one, or a                
combination of, the following developments; (1) the market reaches consensus regarding device            
communication protocols; or (2) an integrator, able to translate between devices, becomes established             
in the market. VA developers such as Google and Amazon have made attempts at developing an                
integrator service by enabling cloud integration of devices through the phone applications for Google              
Home and Amazon Alexa. If Google, Amazon, and other actors, attempting to develop an integrating               
solution, will succeed in the marketplace remains to be seen. It is however evident that development                
moves at a rapid pace, as both Google and Amazon have three doubled the number of devices that                  
may be integrated through their applications over the last six months (Windsor, 2019). Regardless of               
the future development this market will witness, the interoperability of devices will be crucial for the                
future smart home.  
 
Even though the future smart home is likely to be automated, some interaction will be needed between                 
the smart home and its residents. The analysis and the discussion above show that voice is neither                 
appropriate nor preferred to be the only mean of control. Phone applications reached the highest               
acceptance as a mean of control among respondents, followed by control through a physical unit, and                
subsequently manual control. Though voice control has the lowest acceptance among the evaluated             
means of control, it is still likely to be a natural part of the future smart home as voice control has                     
advantages in some situations and is beneficial for some users. 
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8 Conclusion 
This chapter finalizes the report and consists of four sections. The first section summarizes the study.                
The second section provides answers to the three stipulated sub-questions and thereafter answers the              
research question of this thesis. The third section evaluates the conducted study. The fourth and last                
section provides suggestions for further research on smart home technology.  

8.1 Summary of the Study 
This thesis aimed to explore the Swedish consumers’ perception of the smart home and the smart                
home controlled by voice in order to evaluate the technologies’ diffusion prospects, and to determine               
what barriers might hinder the diffusion process. 
 
The study commenced with a literature review of previously identified barriers of SHT adoption.              
Subsequently, semi-structured in-depth interviews were held with both technology experts and           
consumers of various innovativeness. Based on the gained insights, a questionnaire was designed with              
the aim to gather large amounts of data on the consumer perception of SHT. The questionnaire was                 
targeted at Swedish families with dependent children and was utilized to evaluate the consumer              
attitude towards SHT and voice control. The empirical data was analyzed using a theoretical              
framework derived from literature of diffusion and innovation theories. 
 
The study found SHT to have good prospects of continuing the diffusion among Swedish families               
with dependent children. Voice was however determined unlikely to be the only mean of control of                
future smart homes. It was further found that the adoption of SHT has reached adoption among half of                  
the respondents, while the smart home controlled by voice has only been adopted by one-fifth.               
However, the study showed that the perceptions of SHT vary between different consumer groups,              
where some groups have more difficulties perceiving a purpose with the technology. In addition, the               
thesis identified several adoption barriers and problem areas that might hinder the future adoption of               
SHT, which are crucial to solve in order to increase the diffusion prospects of the smart home.  
 
This thesis has three main contributions to research within this field; (1) it provides a theoretical                
framework which may be utilized to analyze the diffusion prospects of an emerging technology; (2) it                
confirms Rogers’ adopter categories for Swedish families with dependent children in the context of              
SHT; (3) it provides insights on the attitude towards SHT and voice as a mean of control among                  
Swedish families with dependent children. 

8.2 Answers to the Research Questions 
SRQ1: How far along the adoption curve have the technologies reached? 
The smart home has been adopted by 50% of the survey respondents, while the smart home controlled                 
by voice has been adopted by 20%. Whether the technologies have crossed the chasm or not depends                 
on what definition of the chasm is assumed. If the chasm is assumed to be located at the 16% adoption                    
rate mark, both technologies have crossed the chasm. If the chasm is assumed to be located between                 
the Early Adopters and the Early Majority, the smart home is currently in the process of crossing the                  
chasm, while the smart home controlled by voice is still diffusing in the pre-chasm market. 
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SRQ2: How is the consumer perception of current technologies affecting adoption? 
The perception of today’s SHT and SHT controlled by voice differs between consumers. The results               
indicate that SHT and SHT controlled by voice have been developed focusing on cutting-edge              
technology, which is attracting consumers with high innovativeness but not consumers with lower             
innovativeness who demand usability. These consumers are not perceiving the technologies to be             
beneficial enough to be worth the costs and are hence not adopting at the same rate as consumers with                   
higher innovativeness. The imbalance between the costs and benefits, where the cost of acquiring the               
technology is too high in relation created benefits, is hindering adoption. 
 
Furthermore, the perception of today’s SHT and SHT controlled by voice differs between the              
consumers who are in the process of accepting the technologies and those who have adopted the                
technologies. On one hand, we have the non-smart home owners, who perceive the technologies to be                
relatively easy to use and install but perceive the purpose and benefits of SHT to be too low. In                   
regards to controlling the smart home, these users prefer manual control over voice control. Though               
they perceive the technology to be uncomplex, they will not accept and adopt the technology unless its                 
purpose becomes higher. 
 
On the other hand, we have the smart home owners, who perceive the technology to have clear                 
benefits and purpose, and to be of low complexity. The perceived compatibility is however low,               
having a negative effect on adoption. Trialability and observability are considered relatively low, and              
though these are not considered to be hindering the adoption, higher trialability and observability              
could boost the adoption. In regards to controlling the smart home, these users prefer voice control                
over manual control. 
 
SRQ3: What are some of the challenges that remain to be solved in order to reach further                 
adoption? 
Given the definition this thesis assumes of an adoption barrier, four barriers to adoption of SHT were                 
identified; (1) SHT is expensive; (2) SHT is difficult to install; (3) SHT lacks purpose/function; and                
(4) SHT is perceived to be unreliable. 
 
In addition, five possible problem areas were identified; (1) Lack of interoperability; (2) Consumer              
worry of data misuse; (3) SHT is perceived as difficult to use; (4) Lack of consumer knowledge of                  
SHT; and (5) Low accuracy rates of VAs for the Swedish language.  
 
What are the diffusion prospects of the smart home and will voice be its primary mean of                 
control? 
Findings indicate that the adoption of SHT has reached half of the Swedish families with dependent                
children. The future prospects for diffusion seem promising as many consumers perceive the             
technology to be relatively purposeful, easy to use, and easy to install. However, the diffusion of the                 
smart home depends on the developers’ ability to tackle the identified adoption barriers and problems               
such as price, purpose and device interoperability. Though consumers do not perceive the technology              
as extremely complex, the interoperability issue must be solved as when homes get smarter, the lack                
of interoperability becomes a greater problem. 
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Voice as a mean of control has to this day reached lower acceptance and adoption than SHT in                  
genreal. This thesis finds voice unlikely to be the primary mean of control as it is not suitable in all                    
situations, works best locally in the home, and currently has low acceptance among consumers.              
Though voice is unlikely to be the primary mean of control, it is expected to be a natural part of the                     
future smart home. 

8.3 Evaluation of the Study 
The conducted study delivered answers to the posed research questions and is thus to be considered                
successful. However, several limitations exist due to the chosen approach. This primarily concerns the              
design and distribution of the questionnaire, which in some cases may have had an unintended impact                
on the obtained results.  
 
The questionnaire was shared via different social media. As a consequence, the respondents might not               
be representative for all Swedish families with dependent children. It is likely that another distribution               
method, such as mailing printed questionnaires or conducting telephone interviews, would have            
yielded somewhat different results. In addition, women and higher income categories were            
overrepresented among the questionnaire respondents. There is uncertainty regarding how the results            
would have been affected if the gender and income distributions had been more even.  
 
The categorization of respondents into Rogers’ five adopter categories was solely based on respondent              
self-assessing. A person’s self-assessment is not necessarily accurate, which implies some uncertainty.            
In addition, the categorization was based on only one question regarding previous technology             
adoption. Literature has asserted that a person does not always belong to the same adopter category.                
This implies that someone who has a history of adopting new technology early could belong to a less                  
innovative adopter category for SHT and vice versa. The chosen categorization method will have had               
an impact on the analysis of the questionnaire data. A more reliable method of assigning respondents                
to adopter categories would have been to base the categorization on an average of several questions                
investigating the respondent’s technology interest and earlier adoption decisions. The analysis           
conducted as part of this thesis, however, showed that the average respondent of each adopter               
category had a strong resemblance to the personality traits Rogers presented for each adopter              
category. Hence, the impact this categorization method had on the results might be limited.  
 
There is also some uncertainty related to the respondents’ smart home awareness, as this also was                
evaluated through respondent self-assessment. Drawing on the same argumentation as above, it would             
have been more reliable to evaluate smart home awareness by posing a series of questions, which                
aggregated would determine the respondent’s level of awareness. It is probable that people have              
distinct ideas about what a smart home is, which introduces uncertainty regarding whether the results               
are a measure of what the researchers intended. Though the text answer question What comes to mind                 
when you hear “smart home”? captured that the respondents’ perceptions of the smart home were               
well in line with the definition assumed by this thesis, some uncertainty still exists. 
 
Several questionnaire questions allowed participants to enter text answers instead of choosing a             
pre-defined alternative. Gathered text answers revealed several categories not included among the            
pre-defined alternatives. Examples of such categories are; time efficiency, resource efficiency, and            
reduced environmental impact - all mentioned as potential benefits of SHT. If those categories had               
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been included as pre-defined alternatives, they had been likely to obtain votes from other respondents.               
As a consequence, the questionnaire is angled towards the alternatives presented to the respondents.              
This could have been avoided by extending the pilot study to comprise more interviews.  
 
When analyzing smart device frequency and popularity among questionnaire respondents, it became            
evident that separating VAs and smart speakers into two distinct response options might have              
introduced some uncertainty. Gathered data indicates that some respondents might not be aware of the               
distinction between a smart speaker and a VA, which could have had an impact on the results for these                   
two devices.  
 
Lastly, due to time constraints and a desire to keep the questionnaire length to a minimum, only the                  
most frequently mentioned adoption barriers from previous literature and the interviews were            
evaluated by the questionnaire. The inclusion of all barriers suggested in literature and during              
interviews could have resulted in additional established adoption barriers given the definition assumed             
for this thesis. 

8.4 Suggestions for Further Research 
During the course of this master thesis project, three areas were identified as extra interesting to                
explore further. The identified areas are; the effect the form of housing has on the consumer attitude                 
towards SHT; the future mean of control of SHT; and lastly, benefits and barriers of SHT adoption on                  
a societal level. A further introduction to the areas of interest follows below.  
 
The first area of interest, the effect the form of housing has on the consumer attitude towards SHT,                  
refers to whether house residents and apartment residents perceive different benefits and adoption             
barriers with SHT. This paper did not collect any data on the form of housing, wherefore no such                  
conclusions could be drawn. If differences in attitudes do exist, such information would be valuable to                
several stakeholders within the smart home ecosystem, as it provides an opportunity to adapt the value                
proposition to better meet consumer needs. Further research is thus encouraged to explore whether              
such attitude differences exist between these two consumer groups. 
 
The second area of interest, the future mean of control of SHT, refers to what mean of interaction                  
consumers will prefer to control their smart home. This paper concluded that voice is unlikely to be                 
the only available mean of control for SHT, and proved that respondents were more interested in                
phone applications as a mean of control. If voice is not the mean of control preferred by consumers,                  
what interaction method will be? Will consumers prefer to control their smart home through phone               
applications, or perhaps via displays? Maybe the future smart home owner will expect to be able to                 
interact with the home in several ways, depending on the current need and preference? Further               
research within this area could shed some light on these questions, and perhaps aid developers in their                 
process of fine-tuning SHT to meet, or preferably exceed, consumer demand.  
 
Lastly, it would be interesting to research adoption benefits and barriers of SHT on a higher level of                  
analysis. This paper examined adoption benefits and barriers perceived by consumers, but the             
incentives behind the adoption of SHT on a societal level could be quite different. This would be                 
interesting to explore further as the adoption of SHT has the potential to save resources on a societal                  
level, a development that would be of interest to many stakeholders. For example, Sweden and several                
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other countries have an aging population that requires care and tending. Adoption of SHT may allow                
the elderly to reside at home, instead of going into geriatric care, as sensors could monitor home                 
activity and alarm a nurse if the person falls or forgets to take the medicine. On a societal level, this                    
could save resources as fewer nurses and care facilities would be needed, while at the same time                 
improving the person’s life quality. In addition, there is an opportunity for societies to reduce their                
environmental impact by utilizing SHT to increase awareness and perhaps alter habits. Given the              
potential to save resources by adopting SHT on a societal level, further research is encouraged within                
this area to uncover adoption benefits and barriers that need to be addressed.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: English Translation of Questionnaire 
 
Survey on the homes of the future  
  
Section 1: Description 
This is a survey of the technology within the smart home. Our names are Ida and Madeleine 
and we are studying the Master of Science (MSc) program Industrial Engineering and 
Management at KTH. This survey is conducted as part of our master thesis project. 
  
The survey is about smart home technologies and is aimed at families in Sweden who have 
at least one child under the age of 24 at home, part or full time. The aim of the survey is to 
gain an understanding of what this group demands. 
  
The survey takes up to 10 minutes to complete. We hope you want to participate in the 
survey and contribute with your opinions on how the smart home solutions of the future 
should be designed! 
  
You participate anonymously. Thanks in advance! 
  
Section 2: Background 

1. Please state your age:……………………… 
 

2. Gender: 
a.  Female 
b. Male 
c. Other 
d. Do not want to disclose 

 
3. How many people live in your household? ………………………… 

 
4. How many children live in your household? ………………………… 

(Child = a person under 24 years of age who is the offspring to someone in the 
household) 
 

5. What is your household’s total annual income? 
a. < 250,000 SEK 
b. 250,000 – 500,000 SEK 
c. 500,001 – 750,000 SEK 
d. 750,000 – 1,000,000 SEK 
e. > 1,000,000 SEK 
f. Do not want to disclose 
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6. When do you usually adopt new technology? 

a. First of everyone - I like to experiment! 
b. Early - I am often among the first in my social circle 
c. Pretty early - but only after I received good recommendations from my social 

circle 
d. A little later - when most people have already acquired the technology 
e. Later - when I don’t really have a choice 

 
7. Do you know what a smart home is? 

a. I have a vague idea 
b. I have a good idea 
c. I have no idea 

 
8. What comes to mind when you hear “Smart home”? 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Section 3: Smart devices 

1. Do you have any smart devices in your home?  
(Smartphone, tablet, computer or smart TV do not count) 

a. I don’t know 
b. No 
c. I have one or a few independent smart devices at home 
d. I have several interconnected smart devices at home 

  
[Based on the chosen response option for this question, the respondent was either sent to 
section 4 or 5. If the respondent chose “I don’t know” or “No”, the respondent moved on to 
Section 4, whereafter the respondent was sent to section 6. If the respondent chose “I have 
one or a few independent smart devices at home” or “I have several interconnected smart 
devices at home”, the respondent moved on to section 5 and subsequently to section 6. All 
respondents completed section 7.] 
 
Section 4: Smart homes 

1. Why haven’t you chosen to make your home smart?  
(You may choose several options) 

a. I don't know enough about it 
b. I don’t enjoy new technology 
c. I don't know where to get the devices 
d. I don't think it's worth the money 
e. It seems too complicated 
f. I don’t see what purpose it would fill 
g. It feels uncomfortable 
h. Other: ……………………………………………………………………………… 
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On the following two questions, you should decide how well you agree with each statement.  
 

2. I think smart home technology seems to be… 
 Totally agree Agree to a large extent Agree to a low extent Disagree 

Difficult to use     

Difficult to install     

Expensive     

Lacking purpose/function     

Uncomfortable from a privacy 
perspective 

    

 
3. In order for me to make my home smart, the technology would have to… 

 Totally agree Agree to a large extent Agree to a low extent Disagree 

Be easier to use     

Be easier to install     

Be installed for me     

Become cheaper     

Have a clearer 
function/purpose 

    

Feel more reliable     

 
 

4. To me, it is most important that the smart home gives me the following: 
(Pick a maximum of three parameters) 

a. Increased comfort 
b. Increased safety 
c. Reduced monthly expenses 
d. Increased control 
e. Increased technical joy 
f. Increased automation 
g. Other: ……………………………………… 

  
Section 5: My smart home 

1. What smart devices do you have in your home? 
(You may choose several options) 

a. Voice assistant 
b. Smart lights 
c. Smart speakers 
d. Smart kitchen appliances  
e. Smart locks 
f. Smart surveillance 
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g. Smart alarms 
h. Smart thermostat 
i. Other: …………………………………….. 

 
2. Why did you choose to make your home smart? (You may choose several options) 

a. Fun to try new technology 
b. It made my everyday life easier or solved a problem 
c. Increased comfort 
d. Increased control 
e. Increased safety 
f. I did not choose to make my home smart (It was smart when I moved in / my 

cohabitant made it smart) 
g. Other: …………………………………………………………………………… 

 
On the following two questions, you should decide how well you agree with each statement. 
 

3. I think the smart home technology is…  
 Totally agree Agree to a large extent Agree to a low extent Disagree 

Difficult to use     

Difficult to install     

Expensive     

Lacking purpose/function     

Uncomfortable from a privacy 
perspective 

    

 
4. In order for me to make my home smarter, the technology would have to…  

 Totally agree Agree to a large extent Agree to a low extent Disagree 

Be easier to use     

Be easier to install     

Be installed for me     

Become cheaper     

Have a clearer 
function/purpose 

    

Feel more reliable     
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5. To me, it is most important that the smart home gives me the following: 

(Pick a maximum of three parameters) 
a. Increased comfort 
b. Increased safety 
c. Lowered monthly expenses 
d. Increased control 
e. Increased technical joy 
f. Increased automation 
g. Other: ………………………………………  

  
Section 6: Control of the smart home 

1. How important is it that you can control your home through one single interface? 
(Eg. via ONE app or via the same voice assistant)  

 1 2 3 4 5  

Not at all      A requirement 

 
 

2. Have you ever tried using a voice assistant? 
(Such as Siri, Google Assistant or voice control in the car) 

a. Never 
b. A few times 
c. Yes, regularly 

 
On the following question, you should decide how well you agree with each statement. 

 
3. I want to control my smart home…  

 Totally agree Agree to a large extent Agree to a low extent Disagree 

Through voice control     

Through apps in my phone     

Manually, the traditional way     

Through a physical unit in the 
home (eg a monitor screen or a 
common remote control) 

    

 
4. In the future, I want my home to be more automated 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Not at all      A requirement 
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5. How important is the following for your choice of smart home supplier? 

 Not important at all Not that important Pretty important Very important 

The products I buy feel safe     

I trust the supplier     

I know how my generated data 
is handled 

    

A neat and simple user 
interface 

    

My smart home gets many 
functions 

    

Devices from different 
suppliers can be 
interconnected 

    

I can get help with installation     

Availability of customer service 
in my local language 

    

I can buy devices, get help with 
installation and get support 
from the same supplier 

    

I get guidance when choosing 
devices 

    

 
 
Section 7: Thoughts on the smart home 

1. Do you have any additional thoughts on the smart home that you want to share with 
us? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
2. Do you have any additional thoughts on voice control of the smart home that you 

want to share with us? 
  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix 2: Definitions Assumed for the Analysis 
Non-Smart Home Owners in the Process of Accepting SHT 
Respondents who answered No or I don’t know to the question Do you have any smart devices in your                   
home? were defined as non-smart home owners, and assumed to be in the process of accepting SHT                 
as they have not yet adopted the technology. 
 
Smart Home Owners in the Process of Adopting SHT 
Respondents who answered I have several interconnected smart devices at home or I have one or a                 
few independent smart devices at home to the question Do you have any smart devices in your home?                  
were defined as smart home owners, and assumed to be in the process of adopting SHT. 
 
Innovativeness 
Defined as to what degree an individual is innovative and adopts new technology. Definition and               
distribution follow Rogers’ framework of adopter categories. In the analysis, the innovativeness is             
distributed over the below adopter categories with the following definitions;  

● Innovator, being the respondents who answered First of everyone - I like to experiment! to               
the question When do you usually adopt new technology? 

● Early Adopter, being the respondents who answered Early - I am often among the first in my                 
social circle to the question When do you usually adopt new technology? 

● Early Majority, being the respondents who answered Pretty early - but only after I received               
good recommendations from my social circle to the question When do you usually adopt new               
technology? 

● Late Majority, being the respondents who answered A little later - when most people have               
already acquired the technology to the question When do you usually adopt new technology? 

● Laggard, being the respondents who answered Later - when I don’t really have a choice to                
the question When do you usually adopt new technology? 

 
Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
Based on external variables, the Perceived Ease of Use and the Perceived Usefulness may be used to                 
understand the attitude towards using a product, as well as the behavioral intention to use a product.                 
Hence, for analyzing the product, the Perceived Usefulness and the Perceived Ease of Use were of                
most relevance. Non-smart home owners were included in this analysis, and the following definitions              
were established;  

 
● The Perceived Ease of Use, being the degree to which a person thinks that using the                

innovation is free of effort. Analysis based on the number of respondents answering Disagree              
or Agree to a low extent to the questions I think the smart home technology seems to be…                  
[Difficult to use] and I think the smart home technology seems to be… [Difficult to install]. 
 

● The Perceived Usefulness, being the degree to which a person believes that using a particular               
system would enhance his or her job performance. Analysis based on the number of              
respondents answering Disagree or Agree to a low extent to the question I think the smart                
home technology seems to be… [Lacking purpose/function], and the respondents that           
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answered Totally agree or Agree to a large extent to the questions I want to control my                 
home… [Through voice control]; and … [Manually, the traditional way]. 

 
Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation Adoption 
Rogers’ Five Elements of Innovation focus on the adoption of an innovation or product, in this case,                 
SHT. It was found most suitable to analyze the responses of the actual smart home owners of the                  
survey. The following definitions were established; 

 
● Relative Advantage, being the level to which an innovation is perceived as more beneficial              

than the idea it supersedes. Analysis based on the number of respondents answering Disagree              
or Agree to a low extent on the question I think the smart home technology is… [Lacking                 
purpose/function], the respondents that answered Totally agree or Agree to a large extent to              
the question In order for me to make my home smarter, the technology would have to... [Have                 
a clearer function/purpose], and the respondents that answered Totally agree or Agree to a              
large extent to the questions I want to control my home… [Through voice control]; and …                
[Manually, the traditional way]. 
 

● Compatibility, being to the level to which an innovation is perceived as compatible with the               
needs, values, and experiences of potential adopters. Analysis based on the three most             
important benefits that the respondents aim to get from the smart home, retrieved from the               
multiple choice question To me it is most important that the smart home gives me the                
following: …. Resulting in Increased comfort, Increased automation, and Increased safety. To            
analyze how these correlate with the respondents' perception of the technology: 

○ The comfort perspective. Analysis based on respondents answering Increased comfort          
or It made my everyday life easier or solved a problem to the question Why did you                 
choose to make your home smart?. 

○ The automation perspective. Analysis based on respondents answering Very         
important or Pretty important to the question How important is the following for your              
choice of smart home supplier? [That devices from different suppliers can be            
interconnected]. 

○ The safety perspective. Analysis based on respondents answering Increased safety to           
the question Why did you choose to make your home smart?, and Totally agree or               
Agree to a large extent to the question I think that the smart home technology is…                
[Uncomfortable from a privacy perspective]. 

 
● Complexity, the level to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use.               

Analysis based on respondents answering Disagree or Agree to a low extent on the questions I                
think the smart home technology is… [Difficult to use]; and ... [Difficult to install]. 
 

● Trialability, being the level to which an innovation may be tried out. For the smart home                
controlled by voice, the analysis was based on the respondents' usage of VAs, answering Yes,               
regularly or A few times to the question Have you ever tried using a voice assistant?. 
 

● Observability, being the level to which the results of an innovation is visible to others. For                
the smart home, the analysis included the respondents' knowledge on SHT, answering I have              
a good idea or I have a vague idea to the question Do you know what a smart home is?. 
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Adoption Rate 
To determine the adoption rate of the smart home, and the smart home controlled by voice, the                 
following definitions were established;  

● A smart home owner was defined according to the definition stated above 
● A smart home owner who answered Voice Assistant to the question What smart devices do               

you have at home? was considered to live in a smart home controlled by voice 
 
Rogers’ Five Steps of Adoption 
Rogers’ model Five Steps of Adoption was adapted to consist of steps one, three and five, that is;                  
Awareness, Decision, and Confirmation. Step two on Rogers’ scale, Persuasion, and step four,             
Implementation, were not included in the analysis as they were considered difficult to evaluate in a                
reliable way.  
 
The advancement along the adapted version of Rogers’ scale was evaluated for both the smart home                
and the smart home controlled by voice. A step was considered completed if 75% of the respondents                 
fulfilled the criteria established for the smart home and the smart home controlled by voice               
respectively;  

● Awareness; 
○ The smart home: Knowledge of the smart home as a concept, determined by             

respondents answering I have a good idea or I have a vague idea to the question Do                 
you know what a smart home is? 

○ The smart home controlled by voice: Knowledge of the smart home as a concept,              
determined by the above definition, in combination with the experience of using a             
VA, determined by the respondents answering Yes to the question Have you ever tried              
using a voice assistant?  

● Decision; 
○ The smart home: Possession of at least one smart device, determined by analyzing             

responses to the question Do you have any smart devices at home? 
○ The smart home controlled by voice: Possession of a VA, determined by analyzing             

respondents answering Voice Assistant to the question What smart devices do you            
have at home? 

● Confirmation;  
○ The smart home and the smart home controlled by voice: Perception of smart home              

technologies as purposeful. Measured by the respondent’s attitude towards the          
statement I think smart home technology is... [lacking purpose]. Respondents who           
chose Disagree or Agree to a low degree were considered to perceive SHT as              
purposeful.  
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The imbalance between Cutting-Edge Technology and Usability 
The imbalances were analyzed by looking at the respondents’ attitudes towards SHT and voice versus               
manual control as a mean of control for the smart home. Usability is defined as the following; 

● Technology is purposeful, Technology is easy to install and Technology is easy to use. Data               
from respondents answering Disagree or Agree to a low extent on the questions I think the                
smart home technology (seems to be/is)... [Lacking purpose/function]; … [Difficult to install];            
and … [Difficult to use] respectively. 

 
The imbalance between the cost of adopting SHT and the benefits that come with SHT 
The analysis was based on respondents’ attitudes towards SHT and what would make the respondents               
make their homes smarter. The definitions of cost and benefit are; 

● Benefit, defined as technology being purposeful. Analyzed data was retrieved from           
respondents answering Totally agree or Agree to a large extent to the questions I think the                
smart home technology (seems to be/is)… [Lacking purpose/function] and In order for me to              
make my home smart, the technology would have to… [Have a clearer function/purpose]. 

● Cost, defined not only as of the price of SHT but also the cost of adoption. Analyzed data was                   
retrieved from respondents answering Totally agree or Agree to a large extent to the questions               
I think the smart home technology (seems to be/is)… [Expensive]; ... [Difficult to use]; and …                
[Difficult to install] as well as from the questions In order for me to make my home smart, the                   
technology would have to… [Become cheaper]; … [Be easier to use]; and … [Be easier to                
install]. 

 
Network Effects 
The network effects, being how important the respondents think interoperability is, were analyzed             
looking at the respondents who answered I have several interconnected smart devices at home on the                
question Do you have any smart devices in your home? for the following parameters; 

● Answering 5 or 4 to the question How important is it that you can control your home through                  
one single interface? 

● Answering Very important or Pretty important to the question How important is the following              
for your choice of smart home supplier? [Devices from different manufacturers may be             
connected] 

● Answering 5 or 4 to the question In the future, I want my home to be automated 
 
Adoption Barriers 
A factor was considered to be an adoption barrier if more than 40% of respondents chose Totally 
agree or Agree to a large extent to the given factor, either in the question I think smart home 
technology (seems to be/is)... [factor] or in the question In order for me to make my home 
(smart/smarter), the technology would have to... [positive change of factor]. 
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Appendix 3: Results from Interviews 
No Smart home 

experience 
Thoughts on the 
smart home 

Attitude 
towards voice 
control 

Problems solved and 
created by voice control 

Reasons for low adoption 
of smart home 
technologies 

Additional takeaways 

E1 Expert at 
smart home 
technology, 
from a 
resource- 
saving 
perspective. 
Responsible 
for research 
project on 
smart 
apartments.  
 
Does not live 
in a smart 
home. 
 
Does not like 
technology. 

Benefits: 
Saves resources 
and may 
decrease energy 
consumption, 
environmental 
effects and 
costs. 
 
More remote 
control i.e. of 
summer-home. 
 
Disadvantages:  
Everything 
needs to be 
programmed.  
 
Many devices 
are fun, not 
environmentally 
friendly. 
 
Risk: 
That people will 
live more 
through their 
phones than in 
reality.  

No potential of 
saving energy 
but may be a 
perceived 
valuable 
service. 
 
Will be able to 
speak to all 
systems in the 
future.  
 
Does not want 
the systems to 
be too present. 

Solved: May be 
beneficial to ask the VA 
to increase the 
temperature instead of 
doing it manually. 
 
Good for people with 
disabilities. 
 
Created: Voice control is 
only local in the home → 
can’t control the home 
remotely through voice 
which will be demanded 
in the future → may be 
more probable with an 
app to control the home. 

Difficult to install yourself 
and few experts available 
to help. 
 
Technology is very 
expensive and creates 
less value than it costs. 
 
Multiple systems in 
changing environment and 
devices with no certain 
lifespan → difficult to 
choose and lock-in 
effects. 
 
Devices use different 
protocols → problems in 
integration. 
 
The technology often 
takes more time than it 
saves. 
 
Risk of data misuse. 
 
Should be connected to 
resource consumption. 
Need to see benefits in 
experience, economy, and 
comfort. 

Wants an automated 
smart home where little 
action is needed. 
 
Some companies are 
unwilling to share 
gathered data → 
difficult to control and 
integrate devices. 
 
Technology needs to 
be both standardized 
and more flexible. 
 
Automated home is 5 
years away in smart 
buildings and 10 years 
away to become 
mainstream. 
 
Demand for integrating 
platforms, and there 
are companies working 
on it. Companies 
handling all protocols 
will be the winners! 
 
Future: integrated and 
personalized in all 
homes. 

E2 Researcher 
within speech 
and smart 
home 
technology.  
 
Does not live 
in a smart 
home. 

Benefits:  
Great for the 
elderly and 
people with 
disabilities.  
 
Niche areas 
where it may be 
beneficial.  
 
Measurements 
and alerts may 
in the long run 
change people 
behavior to the 
better. 
  
Disadvantages:  
Don’t like the 
idea of a system 
that is constantly 
monitoring and 
listening to you. 
 
Risks:  
Integrity and 
data misuse.  
 
Malfunctioning 
devices → 

Great in some 
cases, like 
more private 
environments.  
 
Voice 
interaction is 
habitual, and 
the next 
generation will 
likely be more 
comfortable 
with it. 
 
The voice 
assistant must 
have 
contextual 
knowledge in 
order to be 
really efficient 
and humanlike 
- which is very 
difficult 
(possible in the 
next 10 years). 

Solved: It is faster than 
typing → time efficient. 
 
No learning curve, almost 
anyone can speak to a 
voice assistant. 
 
Created: Difficult to see 
the boundaries of the 
system capabilities and 
thus know what one can 
expect. How do you know 
that the system 
understood your 
command? 
 
Will however never be 
like talking to a real 
human. 

Voice assistant developed 
for English spoken 
language, just started to 
work better for other 
languages as well → later 
adoption. 
 
People don’t know what 
smart devices there are 
out there.  
 
Barrier that the customers 
must buy and connect 
each device themselves. 
 
The small benefits do not 
weigh up for the costs. 
 

Standard devices, 
sensors, and monitors 
will most likely be built 
in from start, but it will 
be a slow development 
(decades away). 
 
Voice interaction will 
be a winning concept 
for communicating with 
the smart home. 
 
Voice assistants will be 
a gateway for the 
adoption of other smart 
home devices by 
increasing the 
acceptance. 
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consequences. 

E3 No smart 
home 
experience. 

Benefits: - 
 
Disadvantages: 
Not intuitive and 
requires too 
much work to 
install and set 
up. 
 
Risk: Potential 
data misuse. 

Prefers to use 
apps on the 
phone, but 
Alexa is good 
when you have 
your hands 
busy. 

Solved: Great when you 
have your hands full. 
 
Created: Do not get 
confirmations from VA. 
Privacy issues. Data 
collection and what it is 
used for. Sometimes it 
does not work. You can 
only control devices 
locally in the room you’re 
in. Can not speak freely, 
have to use commands. 
Assistant has troubles 
understanding children. 
Works best in English. 

Set-up is too complicated. 
 
No relationship with the 
voice assistant, would a 
personal relationship with 
the voice assistant lead to 
higher adoption? 

The novelty effect: new 
device is fun the first 
3-4 weeks, then the 
user realizes it doesn't 
fill any purpose. 
 
Smart home 
manufacturers oversell 
the technology → 
customers 
disappointed. 

C-I  Smart home 
owner for four 
years. 
 
Very positive 
towards the 
technology. 

Benefits: There 
are benefits. 
Control and 
safety, not 
worried about 
integrity. 
 
Disadvantages: 
- 
 
Risks: Integrity 
risks of 
unauthorized 
monitoring and 
data access.  

Likes it! 
 
Voice control 
will be part of 
the future 
smart home, 
but will not 
drive adoption. 

Solved: Integrator, do not 
need to look for a specific 
app and works like a hub 
by connecting devices, 
independently of the 
voice tech. 
 
Removes need of always 
carrying phone.  
 
Created: Storage of 
personal data, assistant 
always listening.  
 
Difficult with multiple 
ways of controlling 
devices.  
 
If it is the only way of 
controlling devices; 
people will not buy it.  
 
Can not speak freely, 
have to use commands. 

Installation and set-up too 
complicated.  
 
Others do not see the 
benefits, as today’s 
manual controls are easy. 
Change is scary. 
 
Current technology is not 
life altering - there is no 
killer USP. The next wave 
of tech will create real 
value. 
 
The smart devices are too 
expensive. 

Want one platform → 
only buy devices from 
Google Home 
ecosystem.  
 
No benefits from single 
devices and 
commands for every 
action. Smart home 
should be automated 
→ great benefits when 
routines for several 
devices can be 
created.  
 
Wants personal advice, 
preferably based on 
DNA - the more data 
that is gathered, the 
better advice you will 
get. 
 
The technology needs 
greater intelligence. 

C-
EA 

Smart 
apartment 
owner for one 
year. 
 
Has not used 
manual light 
switch for 
several 
months. 

Benefits: 
Possibility to set 
up automatic 
routines.  
 
All devices have 
their own 
purpose.  
 
Disadvantages:  
All devices have 
their own 
controller that 
you need to 
connect yourself 
→ knowledge 
and interest is 
required. 
 
Risks:  
IT security, 
integrity. 

Uses it to 
control the 
home. 
 
No problem to 
talk to assistant 
when alone, 
but a bit 
strained when 
in company. 
 
Speaks English 
to the assistant 
so that it 
understands 
better. 

Solved: Great when you 
have your hands full. 
Especially beneficial 
when you have 
predefined routines → 
only one command is 
needed for multiple 
actions to happen. 
 
Great when you are old 
and/or have trouble 
handling a phone. 
 
Created: Frustration 
when voice assistant 
does not understand. You 
need to speak in a 
contextual way the 
assistant can understand. 
 
The seamless feeling 
disappears when you 
need to scream for the 
assistant to hear. 
 

Too many different 
systems, if there were a 
set standard and one 
platform for all devices it 
would be easier and 
would create more value. 
 
A lot of lock-in effects right 
now due to the different 
protocols → people sit 
tight. 
 
It is too difficult to 
understand and install, no 
one can help you. 
 
Devices too expensive. 
 
Few companies market 
the user values. 
Advertising centers 
around simple features 
like asking questions. 
 
Few user cases on what 

The smart home 
technology is fun, but 
not necessary.  
 
Non-integrated devices 
do not create any 
value. 
 
If you need to take 
action for something to 
happen, it does not 
matter if you press a 
button or speak a 
command - the real 
value is created 
through automatic 
routines. Future 
homes: automated. 
 
It is difficult to 
understand how 
devices are integrated 
due to multiple 
platforms. 
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value the technology 
creates. 

If worried about 
integrity, buy devices 
without security risk. 

C-
E
M 

Currently living 
in smart 
apartment 
without any 
interaction 
possibilities. 
 
Moved into an 
apartment 
where smart 
technology 
had already 
been installed.  

Benefits: None, 
as no feedback 
is received from 
the smart home 
system. Future 
benefits seem 
small. 
 
Disadvantages: 
The resident 
may feel 
controlled and 
monitored. 
 
Risks: Data 
collected being 
misused. 

OK when 
alone, as long 
as it works.  
 
May feel 
awkward in the 
presence of 
others. 

Solved: Good if hands 
full or if smartphone is 
elsewhere in the home. 
 
Created: Need to say 
things out loud → 
decreased anonymity as 
everyone around you can 
hear it. If you say it too 
quietly the voice assistant 
not able to hear. 

Lack of trust, lack of 
incentives if not tech 
interested. 
 
People are used to 
controlling devices 
manually - not a pain 
point.  

Comfort is most 
important. Pro if costs 
are reduced.  
 
Wants feedback on 
collected data and one 
single system to 
control everything. 

C-
LM 

Familiar with 
the idea, have 
connected 
lights 
controlled by a 
remote. 

Benefits:  
May save 
energy and 
increase 
comfort. 
 
Disadvantages: 
Creepy if the 
home analyzes 
your mood and 
adapts 
accordingly. 
 
Complicated 
technology → 
can’t fix things 
without 
professional 
help. 
 
Technology 
doesn’t always 
work. 
 
Risks: Creepy 
with collection of 
personal data. 

Does not like it, 
never again!  
 
Does not want 
people in 
public to hear 
the commands. 

Solved: If you have a 
disability, such as 
reduced vision, voice 
commands are of great 
help in the everyday life.  
 
Created: May disturb 
other cohabitants.  
 
Unsure if it would work as 
you do not always know 
what you want without 
seeing it, i.e putting on a 
song and not knowing the 
title. 
 
 

The need for smart home 
solutions is not big 
enough.  
 
Does not know what 
devices exist. 
 
Devices are too expensive 
in relation to the benefits. 

Does not see the need 
for additional tech 
devices, pushing a 
button is easy → why 
install something 
complicated? 
 
Appreciate technology 
when it makes a 
difference, works and 
is easy to use. 
 
People need to move 
more, not less. 
Technology will make 
people lazy. 
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